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From the Editor’s Desk 
 

In any Tarot deck, you’ll find a card called The Tower. It usually depicts a 
structure in flames with desperate souls leaping from the windows. A scary 
image, but a reader will tell you it represents a crucial collapse or destruction 
in your life—like a firing or divorce—that’s been coming for a long time; this is 
so something new and beautiful can emerge. In other words? Sometimes it’s 
just necessary to burn your whole house down and start over.  

It’s never an easy decision; lighting that match is a highly emotional 
process, full of anxiety and enthusiasm, sadness and joy. Whether it’s leaving 
a job, changing careers, moving to a new location, or abandoning an 
unhealthy romance, it’s a risky prospect. While you may find the intact china 
cup that’s your strength or the untouched photos that are your pleasant 
memories, there’s no insurance for everything that didn’t survive. There’s 
also no guarantee that the new job, career, location, or romance is going to 
be more comfortable or better than the place you’ve called home for so long. 

In this issue, twenty-one artists from everywhere burn down worlds in 
sorrowful, terrifying ways. The earth is lost to cataclysm and plague; children 
see their parents for who they really are; dead loved ones are forgotten. 
There are upsetting confrontations with the past, acceptances of 
shortcomings, and brutal wake-up calls to swiftly approaching mortality. 

Yet, within these landscapes, what’s left is used to rebuild. Fears are 
conquered. True love blossoms in the shadow of death, and the past is finally 
left where it belongs; there is peace beyond suffering, and true selves are 
embraced. 

There’s no policy for replacing all the intangibles lost in the wake of 
incinerating change. But what will rise from the smoldering rubble is bound 
only by the limits of the imagination, and the capacity to dream for 
something better. 
 Come on in to 34 Orchard.  
 We’ve swept up the ash.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Because we lived our several lives 
Caught up within the spells of love, 
Because we always had to run 
Through the enormous yards of day 
To do all that we hoped to do, 
We did not hear, beneath our lives, 
The old walls falling out of true, 
Foundations shifting in the dark.” 

 
— Mary Oliver 

“The House” 
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In the Witch House 
Chris Campeau 

 
 

Ted Monroe wavered as he held his finger over the doorbell, nausea flaring 
in his stomach. He tried to convince himself that it was just the stairs—nine 
flights of them, and he was hardly in shape—but standing outside of Ida’s 
apartment, he knew what really sickened him; the real reason he was here. 
 Hesitantly, he rang the bell. He had to remind himself that time had 
passed and Ida, his childhood babysitter, would be in her eighties now—
she’d be slow to the door. Still, he couldn’t help but want this over with. He 
rang again. 
 Ted peered into the peephole. He tried to visualize Ida’s apartment, but 
only words came to mind. Cavernous. Black. Had she painted the walls 
black? Lamplight. Always lit by lamplight. Together, they summoned a 
horrible feeling within him. A feeling he’d buried, but knew he needed to 
someday confront. He felt a pain in his mouth, and tongued a pocket where 
his molar had been. 
 Thirty seconds. A minute. No sounds from inside. Ted thumbed the 
wad of bills in his blazer, sixty hundreds—six-thousand dollars, a nominal 
sum of his mother’s will. Nominal, he thought, but significant for a babysitter 
she’d employed three decades ago. A woman whose gloss and pleasantries 
were wholesome in his mother’s presence, but whose façade quickly flayed, 
like a serpent shedding its skin, the moment she trapped him behind her 
door. He remembered his mother’s words: 
 “She charged peanuts when peanuts were all we had. She wasn’t well 
off either, you know. I’ve got more now. I can do more.” 
 Ted shook his head, baffled and pained by the loss of his mother, a 
feeling his role as executor had only perpetuated these last few weeks. But, 
of his three siblings—all of whom were much younger, and none of whom 
Ida had babysat—he’d volunteered for the position; the time had come to lay 
more than just his mother to rest. 
 He unbuttoned his blazer. It was hotter in the apartment building than 



on the street. A damp, radiator heat that seemed to curl the hallway’s 
lavender-striped wallpaper in real time, and swell the baseboards at Ted’s 
feet. He coughed and, this time, knocked.  
 “It’s Teddy Monroe,” he said, as if she’d remember. He hoped she 
wouldn’t. 
 Shyly, he grabbed the knob and an image flooded his mind—the sweat 
of Ida’s always-damp palm smeared across its surface. He brought his hand 
to his nose and smelled it, just like he did as a kid. Her sweat had clung to 
everything back then. Sour, it reeked like the pickled stink of death. 
 Taking a deep breath, he turned the knob and the door swung open. 
He felt a pressing urge to remove his shoes and socks, recalling Ida’s 
mandate. Her feet were always so dirty, he thought, like earth-sodden 
turnips. And his, too, by the time he left—filthy and speckled with salt.  
 “Hello?”  
 He swallowed with a dry throat, kept his shoes on, and inched down 
the hall. The apartment had been cleared of its furniture and belongings, but 
even so, it was smaller than he remembered. To his left, a miniature 
bathroom. Ahead, a child-sized bedroom. He entered the living room, 
roughly four feet by six, with a closet-sized kitchen cut into the wall. How 
did she manage in here? He remembered how the walls seemed to bloat 
and recede like they were breathing, the rooms spatially disparate from visit 
to visit. 
 As he drew deeper inside, the scent of fresh paint crawled into Ted’s 
nose. The walls had been painted white, but only a coat had been done, and 
Ted saw darkness rearing up like blood through a Band-Aid.  
 “Hello?” His voice came out tiny, echoing throughout the apartment.  
 Lovely, he thought. She’s either dead or in a nursing home.  
 Something flashed in Ted’s periphery. A naked heel, disappearing 
around the corner. Ted cranked his neck, ice water flushing his spine. He 
coughed and forced his feet across the living room floor. Peering into the 
hallway, he pushed a feeble laugh through his lips as only darkness stared 
back at him. He decided he needed to leave. 
 But his legs stuttered. One of the kitchen cabinets was open. His 
stomach lurched as an inky panic stormed through his veins. How had he 
not remembered? Could three decades really leave a memory so tattered as 
to force you to forget it? Again, he tongued the space where his back-right 
molar had been—and tasted iron. 
 The cabinet door cackled on its hinges as he opened it wider. Inside, a 
lone jar, its top tied with twine, stood on a peeling paisley liner. Black crumbs 
dotted the heavily warped shelves. Mice. 
 The jar was empty. Ted held his hand over his mouth, doubting 



himself. Had it once been full? No, of course not. Just the colourful mind of 
his youth. No sane person would keep such a thing in her home. No one 
collects teeth. 
 But inside him, in a sealed-off jar of his own, an instinctual 
understanding screamed what he couldn’t mistake—that Ida wasn’t normal. 
The burning herbs, the meticulously placed gems. The goblets she drank 
from and the symbols drawn in salt. The thrum that resounded in her chest 
as she laid the pliers across his tongue. 
 Ted slammed the cupboard shut and rushed to the door, drinking in 
heaps of muggy air from the hallway, a fire burning in his mouth. Down the 
hall a door opened, and a middle-aged woman poked her head out. 
 “Looking for someone?” she said. 
 “I … uh …” Ted cleared his throat and dabbed his brow. He headed 
toward the woman, eager to distance himself from apartment nine. 
 “If it’s Ms. Vetecast you’re after”—the woman receded as Ted drew 
closer, a rosary clinging to her wrist—“you won’t find her here.”  
 “And where might I find her?” His voice was thin, boyish. 
 The woman scanned him and withdrew further inside her apartment, 
the opening in her door a mere sliver now. “Marsdale Cemetery on Fourth. 
Please don’t come back.” She closed the door and Ted whispered as it shut, 
the lock swiftly following. 
 “I won’t.” 
 On the stairs he felt rejuvenated at the prospect of fresh air, blessed 
with the certainty that Ida was dead, and that no more children would be 
fouled as fodder at her wretched grey hands. He was almost at the foyer 
when the couple, likely his age, passed him on their way up. The man, 
dressed in a fine blue button-down and black tie, held a briefcase in one 
hand, the woman’s hand in his other. His face was pale and trepid. Ted 
wondered how many had come before him, and how many others, grown 
up now, were yet to stagger up the stairs once more, their pockets lined with 
cheques. He banished a horrible thought from his head, of rituals cast and 
fortunes pending, but it followed him onto the street. Drying his palms on his 
blazer, he took a breath and crossed the road. 
 He didn’t look back.  
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fairy ring 
Clay McLeod Chapman 

 
 

It’s not Mom anymore. The doctor warned us that, once the dementia took 
root, we’d lose a little bit more of her every day. They call it the long 
goodbye for a reason, he said. The woman you’ve known will slowly begin 
to fade away. But the body in the bed isn’t her. Her jaw has locked to allow 
the fibrous stalk that had once been her tongue to branch out and blossom. 
The fleshy veil ruptured just above her nose, its cap a warm pink. A blushing 
umbrella. I spot another button already peering out from her left nostril. 
More morels are about to sprout. It won’t be long before Mom’s face is gone 
altogether, replaced by a fresh bed of fruiting bodies.  

Hey, Mom, I say. It’s just me today. Sarah’s at home with the kids. 
She blinks, taking me in. Her eyes remain cognizant while the rest of 

her ruptures. The doctors aren’t certain if she can still hear. Her ear canals 
keep clotting with these yeasty cysts. The nurses rinse out the fungal 
infection with a saline solution, but the thrush always comes back. Now the 
whole lobe looks more like a honeycombed morchella, all spongy and 
yellow.   

I take her hand. Squeeze. Even through the latex, I can feel the warmth 
of her skin.  

There you are, I say, managing to smile.  
Her room was supposed to be sterile. Nursing homes are so 

understaffed and overworked, they’re the perfect breeding ground for a 
drug-resistant fungus. Colonizations, they’re called. The germs hop from 
room to room, clinging to the nurse on call as she makes her rounds, 
infecting the resident in the neighboring room. The growth rate is so rapid, 
seemingly overnight, the morning nurse at any one of these retirement 
homes will walk in and discover a colony of fruiting bodies where the 
resident went to bed just the night before.  

It’s happening everywhere now. We’ve all seen the images of hospital 
beds that look more like community gardens. CNN showed a time-lapse 



video of a senior citizen succumbing to the fungus, recorded over the span of 
eight hours, then sped up to look as if the body had erupted in a matter of 
seconds. First, the skin rippled with pinheads. White buttons branched out 
from the fingertips. Patches of puffballs cropped up from crevices in the 
flesh, around the armpits and groin. Jelly ears fanned out from the temples. 
Gone, just like that.   

That can’t be a person, I remember thinking. But it was. That mass of 
branching hyphae had been somebody’s parent.  

Somebody’s mother.  
You thirsty, Mom? Want some water? I’m failing at this one-sided 

conversation, simply filling up the silence with nonsense. How about some 
sunlight? Should I open the window? 

Every visitor puts on a mask and gown before entering. Even if Mom 
could remember, how would she recognize me, her own son, under all the 
protective gear? I must look like any one of the faceless physicians who have 
paraded through her room over the last couple days, trying to figure out how 
to halt the infection before it spreads any further.  

They warned me about what she would look like. It wouldn’t be her 
anymore, they said, not in the strictest sense of the word her. It was all 
conjecture at this point, but there was a working theory that human contact 
slowed the process down. There was no proof, but any interaction with 
loved ones hypothetically decelerated the transfiguration, as if to remind the 
body who it belonged to. I was being asked to make my mother remember 
who she was.  

I thought maybe today we’d do a little reading. How’s that sound? I 
brought one of your favorite books … I hope my voice is enough to trigger 
some memory for her. That it is enough. 

Mom makes a sound. It seems like she wants to say something, but it’s 
no longer her voice. No longer her mouth. Her lips have fissured into 
vermillion gills. The doctors put her on a feeding tube the day before. The 
fungus keeps forcing it out, rejecting every blended meal they’ve fed her. The 
nurses would reinsert the tube until finally they just gave up. Now there’s a 
patch of small nodules around the incision in her neck, a dozen toadstools 
surrounding the slit.   

It reminds me of a fairy ring.  
Remember those?  
I found one in our backyard when I was a boy. I dragged Mom out of 

the house to show her the circle of toadstools enshrining our lawn. She 
warned me never to set foot inside. Anyone who breaks the ring will have 
bad luck, she whispered. That’s where the devil dances. 

A ventilator breathes for her now. The respirator is all that’s keeping 
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her alive, her doctor insists. Her lungs are full of fungus, every exhale alive 
with spores. Even now, the yeasting particles persistently push the pipes out 
from their respected vents, rebuffing the IV-drips inserted in her arm, over 
and over again, as if they were battling over her body. The doctors are losing 
their ground. They’re retreating already, stepping back as the frontline 
spreads. Before long, there won’t be anything left. My mother will be an 
empty field. No one will know what happened here, who died on this patch 
of land. Life will move on without her.  

No one will remember her. 
What happened here. 
It’s still Mom, I remind myself. She’s still alive. In there—under there—

somewhere.  
She was the eighth resident to be infected. The fungus swept through 

the memory ward in a matter of days. Sitting ducks, the whole floor. There 
was barely any time to warn families. None of the prescribed antibiotics 
stopped it. Antifungal drugs have proven useless. Isolating the residents in 
their bedrooms was the best they could do, but too many people were 
coming and going. There was nothing anyone could do, the admin said, as if 
this was all inevitable.  

Now I have to let her go. Let nature take its course.  
It had been my call to move Mom into Greenfield. Her memory was 

only getting worse. She still had control over her faculties when we first took 
the tour, but it was only a matter of time. The doctors agreed. In less than a 
year, she would need full-time care, someone who could look after her 
twenty-four seven, which was more than my wife and I could provide. 
Memories were already slipping away. Little things. People’s names. But I 
could tell she was beginning to forget. She confused me for my father once, 
embarrassing us both.  

Greenfield was the solution. My solution. The best possible option for 
us all. Mom would have a room all to herself. Daily care. She’d be 
surrounded by other residents. She could make friends. This was where 
she’d live out the rest of her days.  

We’ll come see you every chance we get, I swore to her. Nothing’s 
going to change.  

Our visits were at an even clip at first. I’d bring the kids and we’d stay 
for an hour or so. Maybe get lunch in the dining hall. But sometimes life got in 
the way. Work. School. Coming here was always a little uncomfortable for 
the kids. The residents in the memory ward would wander over and ask if 
they were here to visit them. Whose grandchildren are these? Mine?  

Even before the quarantine, I was losing her. Answering the same 
questions. Trying to explain who I was. Where Dad was. Why he wasn’t 



here.  
I’d visit when I could. I’d see Mom’s eyes light up whenever I entered 

her room. How relieved she was to see me. See anyone. I realize now it 
wasn’t so much that she knew who I was, that she was happy to see her 
own son, but that someone, anyone, was there to see her.  

That same look is still in her eyes now. Her cheeks have mottled into a 
yellow morel complexion. The tip of her nose has cauliflowered, the skin 
slowly boiling over. Her wrinkles ripple with mycelium. Threads of flesh lift 
into the air, a bacterial colony of tawny-capped toadstools rising up from her 
body. 

Mom—can you hear me? Mom? 
The stems along her throat oscillate with every exhale, bending with 

her breath. Her body no longer wants the respirator. She no longer needs a 
feeding tube. She’s pushing every piece of plastic out from her cavities. All 
she wants is to flourish. To take root.    

I was told I’d have an hour. There are tests the doctors need to run and 
it’s better that I’m not here to see it. No one says it outright, not any of the 
nurses or the administrators, but I know I need to say goodbye. Whenever I 
ask what’s done with them—their bodies—I’m always sidestepped. Nobody 
tells me. Do they bury them? Cremate them? Where will my mother go? Will 
there be a place I can visit her? Some patch of land in the woods where she’ll 
be planted?  

Where will her fairy ring be?  
Mom doesn’t need to sit up anymore. I adjust her bed so that it’s level. 

It’s better on her back. How’s that? I ask. Comfy? I comb what’s left of her 
hair with my fingers. If a nurse was here, I’d be reprimanded. Possibly 
quarantined. But they’ve left me alone with her, so I pull down my mask and 
kiss her forehead. The skin is soft, too soft, the underlying bone spongier 
than before. My lips leave the slightest dimple in her temple, her skull sinking 
for a few seconds before swelling back up again. 

I tell her I love her. That I’m sorry for bringing her here, that I hadn’t 
done more for her when I had the chance.  

The fairy ring around her throat swims. Each toadstool fans in tandem, 
back and forth, swaying in some imperceptible breeze. Perhaps it’s her 
pulse. It’s mesmerizing, watching the mushrooms dance like that.  

I break off a cap from her neck. It pulls away without any resistance. I 
bring it to my nose. There’s a meaty aroma to it. Raw chanterelle. Even after I 
put the mushroom in my pocket and leave, I can still smell the earthiness 
steeped into my skin. It’s in my fingers. 

At the first stoplight, I pull the cap from my pocket and roll it around in 
my palm. It has an ovate shape. A tiny egg. Pale ivory. We’ve been warned 
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that the fungus can spread. Children seem to be asymptomatic carriers. It’s 
only the elderly and those with autoimmune deficiencies that need to 
worry—while adults my age, the children of the victims, the ones who 
abandoned their parents in these nursing homes, leaving them to rot, we 
seem to be out of harm’s way.  

We’ve been spared.  
I shouldn’t have taken the mushroom. I should throw it away. Just roll 

down my window and toss the cap out. But it’s my mother. A part of her, at 
least.  

It’s all I have left.  
I pop the cap into my mouth. It has a delicate, lace-like texture. My 

tongue feels fuzzy, almost numb, after I swallow. I wish I had a bottle of 
water to wash it down. I’m stuck with this peppery aftertaste. 

A memory resurfaces. It’s not mine. It’s from my mother. Not of her, 
but from her. I see myself as a boy, no older than three. She’s chasing me 
through our backyard. Her hands are out, ready to catch me. I’m gonna get 
you, she sings, I’m gonna get you! I keep running, squealing with laughter 
every time I glance over my shoulder to see if she’s getting any closer. We 
run ourselves in circles, until Mom finally grabs me and we both fall across 
the lawn.  

We lay there, catching our breath, giggling, as the blades of grass 
prickle against the backs of our necks.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“Life doesn’t cease relentlessly throwing 

punches at you just because you can’t take them 
anymore. No, life doesn’t abide by rules.”  

 
- Amar Benchikha 
“Phantom Touch” 

 



 
 
 
 
 

I Tell the Moon 
Carol Despeaux Fawcett 

 
 

Moonlight spills across the empty half 
of my mattress where I imagine  
you are lying, tracing the outline  
of my body with your fingers,  
etching love poems  
across my breasts,  
breathing sonnets into the hollow of my throat,  
then lower, where your 2-day stubble bristles.  
 
 
On long nights when sleep eludes,  
I dream of who we could be together but— 
like the old neighbor who believes, 
and doesn’t believe 
that her missing-in-action son  
might still come home, his heroic stories  
lighting up the night like howitzers— 
I, too, know you are a figment—a wavering  
in the dry desert of my wanting 
 
 
the edges blur 
and I begin 
to wonder if I’m mirage— 
a body of particles  
that become waves  
when no one is watching.  
Does this mean 
if I’m not seen, I’m invisible?  



I tell the moon, 
with her barren light, 
there is no man 
and that longing is desire  
unfulfilled.  
 
 
I touch myself  
to be sure  
I exist.  
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Phantom Touch 
Amar Benchikha 

 
 

They’re only whisperings at first. Slithery, indistinct words that infiltrate your 
mind. And you wonder if these are your hazy, imprecise thoughts, or 
something else entirely. Until one day, they are no longer whisperings. Faint 
but clear, the voices have texture now, and you can decipher the words in 
your head. That’s when you know that these are definitely not your 
thoughts—they are distinctly other.  

The voices tell you that you’re an angel, that you’ve been sent to Earth 
to help the human race. Other times, they say that you’re a messenger of 
God—that you are important, that you will soon see the larger plan, a plan so 
beautiful you will fall to your knees in adulation. Yes, their words sometimes 
contradict one another. Are you an angel or a messenger? Both? Would an 
angel also be a messenger? It doesn’t really matter, you tell yourself, because 
they are so convincing that you know you’re in direct contact with God. It’s 
crazy, you realize, but what’s happening is extraordinary. Someone, 
something, some being has access to your mind. Conspiracy theories aside, 
who else would have that kind of power? 

Often you talk back, though talk isn’t exactly what it is. You formulate 
answers in your head and the voices respond to them. Be patient, they say—
we’ll tell you what to do soon enough. God needs you. We need you. I need 
you. 

You haven’t picked up your Bible in years, but suddenly you’re reading 
it again, going to mass on Sundays, listening to every word the minister says, 
looking for meaning in every verse you read. Your faith surges and you begin 
to truly believe that God indeed has a larger purpose for you. In a sense you 
had always known yourself to be special. The wait is over, you tell yourself. 
All your life you’ve been waiting for something you had never known 
yourself to be waiting for. This sign. These voices. His voices. 

Yes, everything is so clear to you now. God needs you—has a plan for 
you. Until one day the voices sow doubts. Do you really think you’re the 



messenger? An angel? A man of God? Do you think He needs you? You’re 
nothing. Nobody. Just a little shit with no imagination and the wispiest of 
faiths. The voices bring you down, but you tell yourself that it’s just a test, a 
test from the Almighty. A test? You’re completely deluded. We keep tabs on 
everyone. And you feel uneasy all of a sudden. What do they mean? Why is 
God being so vicious? Because we’re not God, you idiot. We’re a secret 
governmental organization that monitors people with uncommon psychic 
ability. We’re the psychic police. So it’s not God after all. The conspiracy 
theories are true. And you … you have untapped psychic abilities. In your 
heart of hearts, you always knew you were special. 

And at this moment you have a déjà vu. Isn’t that what you’d said to 
yourself when you thought God was talking to you? Before you can follow 
this thread of thought, the voices are back at it. We’re watching you. Don’t 
develop your abilities or we’ll have to lock you up. Perform surgery on you. 
Turn you into a vegetable. By now the voices are ever present—you can’t 
shut them off or shut them up. But you remember that déjà vu, and 
remember something you saw on TV once about schizophrenia, and wonder 
for the first time if maybe you should see a doctor. The voices encourage 
you. Get some medicine to obstruct your psychic abilities. Good idea. Do it. 

You see a psychiatrist and she gives you a prescription for medicine 
that should act quickly. She tells you that what you’ve been hearing, the 
voices of God, the voices from a secret governmental organization, are not 
uncommon for those suffering from schizophrenia. This reassures you, 
because only now do you realize that listening to those voices all day long for 
weeks on end has been exhausting. You’re looking forward to regaining 
some normalcy in your life. So you gladly take the medicine, and soon your 
mind is blissfully devoid of foreign elements. You’d forgotten how wonderful 
it feels to be ordinary. The next time you see your psychiatrist, you thank her 
profusely, bring her a little gift as a token of your gratitude, and leave her 
office practically skipping. 

Your mind is no longer crowded. There’s just one voice there—yours. 
Days pass—turn into weeks. And the tricks your mind had played on you are 
all but forgotten as you’ve returned to your now comparatively peaceful 
existence. Until one evening, as you lie in bed with the light off, trying to 
sleep, you feel the tiniest of muscle spasms low in your right calf muscle, just 
above your Achilles tendon. It’s like someone is touching you there in rapid, 
repeated pecks. You stretch your leg to try and loosen the muscle, but the 
spasm continues until, eventually, you just fall asleep. 

The next day, you’ve forgotten about the spasm. That night, however, 
lying as you did the night before, another unexpected pinpoint spasm 
occurs. This time it’s in your left bicep, and you can’t shake the feeling that 
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someone is poking you in the arm. Then you begin to recognize something in 
these phantom touches. A pattern. Pats of varying lengths of pressure on 
your arm. Short-short-short, long-long-long, short-short-short. And then 
again. Over and over.  

Yes, you have it now.  
It’s Morse code. And it translates to SOS. 
 

♥ 
 
Throughout your life you’ve had varied opinions about ghosts. At 

times, you’ve been open-minded about the possibility that spirits might yet 
linger in the human realm because of unfinished business. At others, you’ve 
told yourself that it’s just plain hooey—the talk of people who’ve got nothing 
better to do in their lives than hypothesize that the dead haunt the living. 

It certainly doesn’t seem like hooey now. 
Over the next several days, you spend all the free time you have 

learning Morse. The phantom touches are sporadic, leaving you alone for 
two or three days, then visiting you unexpectedly as you’re brushing your 
teeth in the morning, or at work. Finally, one day, your ability to translate the 
code catches up with the speed of the touches. You’re walking in through the 
door after a run to the grocery, when you feel them just below your right 
scapula. You easily translate the dots and dashes as 

 
  I    AM    HERE 
 
Even though you’ve prepared for this moment, a chill courses through 

your body. 
“Hello?” you say out loud. “Who is here?” 
But the tapping is gone, and the message you received has got you 

standing in the kitchen, groceries in hand, asking yourself about the 
provenance of these touches. That night, you go to sleep wondering if it 
might be a dead relative trying to communicate with you, or an old friend of 
yours that died prematurely a few years ago, or someone else entirely. You 
wonder, also, if the ghost is here right now, in the room with you, watching 
you. 

 
♥ 

 
Over the next two days, you marvel over what you consider to be 

incontrovertible proof of the supernatural. Incontrovertible to you, but you 
know that no one else would believe you. To think that the spirit of a dead 



person would contact you using Morse—it’s not just implausible, it’s 
preposterous. But at the moment, you’re not out to convince anyone of 
anything. You’re just basking in this remarkable discovery, just as you’d done 
when you thought God was talking to you. 

Truth be told, you’re still not completely over the voices. There was 
something queer and fantastic about them, and you find it hard to believe 
that they were mere outcrops of your mind. Despite what the psychiatrist 
told you, you remain convinced that the voices stemmed from some 
source—some being—separate from you. What or who exactly, you don’t 
know. Could the last of what the voices said be true? Might there be a secret 
police that ensures nobody will acquire the types of psychic abilities that 
could threaten national security? It sounds far-fetched, yet would explain the 
provenance of the voices. Up to now you’d been convinced that the Morse 
messages came from a spirit seeking help, but what if the touches didn’t 
come from one after all? What if they came from the psychic police? 

Your mind reels from these strange, competing thoughts. You don’t 
know what’s what and so you set them aside, try to empty your mind 
completely so you don’t have to consider the absurd anymore. You’re tired. 
And you wish never to hear voices or feel phantom touches again. It’s too 
much for you, simply too much. But life doesn’t cease relentlessly throwing 
punches at you just because you can’t take them anymore. No, life doesn’t 
abide by rules. This you understand when, at work, seated at your desk, you 
feel those familiar tugs, this time on your eyelid. Exasperated, and before you 
can stop yourself from translating, you know what the tugs write out in 
Morse on your eye: 

 
  HELP    ME 
 
But you don’t care anymore. You want this haunting to stop, and so 

you go on working at your computer as though nothing has happened. After 
a while you even forget about the phantom touches interrupting your day, 
and lose yourself in your work once more. And then, just at the limit of the 
speed at which you can decipher the code, a litany comes pulsing through 
your eyelid: 

 
  HELP    ME 
  HELP    ME 
  HELP    ME 
  HELP    ME 
  HELP    ME 
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You stand up, holding your eye, massaging it to try to stop the 

incessant tapping, and walk down the hall, past your colleagues’ cubicles, to 
the stairs leading down to the ground floor. You don’t know where you’re 
heading exactly, or why you’re on your feet traveling into the stairwell. 
Perhaps you just need to distract yourself from the touches that, as you step 
down the stairway, continue to beleaguer you. 

You walk into the lobby and out the sliding doors into the open air. And 
with your eye still quivering, still sending out those two words in sequence 
over and over, you feel your face distort and find tears wetting your cheeks. 
You’re now in an alley around the corner from the building you work in, out 
of sight, and so you drop to your knees and weep. Ten minutes must have 
elapsed when the spell finally passes and, you find, with untold gratitude and 
relief, that your eye is no longer tapping out that unrelenting plea. You wipe 
your eyes, take a few deep, stabilizing breaths, and finally stand up. And just 
as you are about to step out of the alley, your eye twitches three more 
words: 

 
 HELP    ME    OR 
 
And without feeling dread or panic, reflexively you think: Or what? 
 
 OR DIE 
  DIE 
  DIE 
  DIE 
  DIE 
 
As you transliterate these words in your head, your mind fills with 

terror of the darkest kind, and so, grabbing your hair in both hands, you yell 
out to the spirit: “I will! I will! I’ll help you! I promise I will!” And just as the 
words come out of your mouth, the fluttering of your eye stops, leaving you 
standing in the alley, your hands on your head and an old man peering 
curiously out of a second floor window. 

The sight of this face, of the confused look of the man, grounds you for 
a moment, because just two seconds earlier you’d felt so unbearably alone. 
There’s an object in his hand, though, that looks a lot like … yes, the man is 
holding a gun, and now suddenly you’re seized by a different kind of fear, 
one which prompts you to turn and hurry out of the alley, away from the old 
man and his pistol, away from the moist asphalt where you’d shed your 
tears, away from that vow you desperately hope you won’t have to keep.  



 
♥ 
 

You’re driving. Exhausted and desperate, you’ve called your 
psychiatrist and asked for an emergency appointment. As you drive, you tell 
yourself that you wish you’d never taught yourself Morse, wish you could 
unlearn it, even if you have to live with phantom touches the rest of your life. 

There, at her office, you tell her everything. You tell her about the 
touches, about your recognition of the call for help on your arm, your 
decision to learn Morse, the haunting that ensued. She listens patiently and, 
when you’re finished, tells you that she can’t speak to the messages you’ve 
been deciphering on your body; what she can say is that the touches are 
likely a secondary effect of the medicine you’re on. She tells you that there’s 
an alternate medicine you could take, that you could wean yourself off your 
current one. She hands you the prescription and tells you don’t hesitate to 
call if needed. 

But, in fear of more phantom touches, rather than wean yourself off the 
medicine as per the doctor’s orders, you discontinue the drug immediately 
and begin taking the new one. Within a couple of days, you’re clutching at 
your stomach, the pains there no doubt a withdrawal symptom. But you’ve 
had no touches, can’t bear the thought of having them again, and so you 
resist the pain, grit your teeth, and at work pretend like everything is normal. 
It’s only on your breaks, outside, or in the bathroom that you let the distress 
you’re in come to the surface. You take heavy breaths and they help, a little. 
But still you suffer, and you wonder how long these cramps will last, until 
one day they lessen, and then, finally, disappear. 

It’s only then, with the fierce stomach cramps gone, that you 
eventually find the space needed to reflect upon your ordeal. You don’t 
understand where the voices came from, nor know the source of the 
phantom touches. And as life seems to regain a sense of normality, you’re 
tempted to let the matter drop altogether. What need is there to dwell upon 
a past misery—especially one so maddening? There is none. Yet you spur 
your thinking forward, looking for some kind of justification for the anguish 
that had entered your life. 

You were never in contact with God, you tell yourself, nor with the 
psychic police or with a ghost. Not even odd secondary effects from the 
medicine could explain the events of the past few weeks. But there is one 
possibility that you hadn’t considered previously that eases its way past all 
the others and sits now at the forefront of your mind. There is one being that 
would be as devious, as malicious, as the voices were; one being that could 
and would torture you in the way the phantom touches did; one being that 
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would threaten a decent person like you with death. You hesitate now to say 
its name, for you fear that such an act will empower it, reawaken it, and that 
you will be punished for the broken vow. What kind of powers still lay 
hidden within the depths of this wicked entity, of this darkest and vilest of 
creatures? None, you wish, for you don’t know if you could withstand 
another meeting with a—yes, go ahead and say it—with a demon. As you say 
the word, you issue a silent prayer to all gods that you will never cross paths 
with this creature again. And you can’t help but hope that modern medicine 
is strong enough to keep the channels between you and the netherworld 
closed. But you fear. You fear that once such a passage has been opened, it is 
difficult to shut completely. You fear it is just a matter of time before a voice 
creeps through or a phantom touch tugs at your skin; just a matter of time … 
before the demon returns.  



 
 
 
 
 

You Do the Hokey Pokey 
Jay Abramowitz 

 
 

I sing and put my left foot in and out, careful not to stare at Jill Racine as she 
and her three-year-old daughter grin and sing and put their left feet in and 
out, too. Two other parents do stare at her—she’s dressed down in sweats 
with no make-up, or hardly any, I’m not an expert—and two others decide 
it’s more acceptable to stare at my son Ryder, who lets out a queer cry of joy 
as he twists his body and jerks his left foot in as the other kids are already 
shaking theirs about. Two other parents give Ryder the side-eye, another 
glances at me pityingly. By the time my boy yanks his left foot out, Jill Racine, 
her daughter and everyone else have turned themselves around and are 
putting their right feet in. 

Jill Racine must be on a hiatus week from her show, since this first day 
of preschool is the day after Labor Day. If Denny had been on the ball I’d be 
enjoying a day or two off, too, instead of not having a sitcom staff job for the 
first time since I started out. No script assignments, either. He got me a 
meeting last month but I’m sure it was a favor to him, since I had to pitch my 
story ideas to some lame, insecure co-producer with whom I was wasting 
my time, at best. I’ll force myself to watch that piece-of-shit show every 
week to make sure the guy doesn’t rip me off, although it’s hard to imagine 
Denny or my useless lawyer standing up for me against the studio if he does. 
I clearly need a new agent but everyone knows the worst time to look is 
when you’re unemployed. 

Jill Racine seems to be enjoying the Hokey Pokey. I hear she’s a 
monster. Amazing what some people do when they get power. Supposedly 
she fires The Jill Show writers herself, won’t let the showrunner do it because 
she gets off on it. Last year some writer told me that at runthroughs she’s into 
humiliating her stand-in, one of the most vulnerable people on any set, even 
making fun of the woman’s ears, which are apparently sizable (they say Jill’s 
clever nickname for her is “Dumbo”). Because Jill Racine is invulnerable. 
She’s such a huge star and her show such a massive hit and she’s so rich she 



can say or do anything she wants to anyone. As my boy puts his left hand 
out I put my head in like everyone else. He has above average intelligence 
and we’re sending him to regular schools I hope, starting today. When the 
doctor gave us the diagnosis Friday she told us not to slow down to Ryder’s 
speed, that we should try to motivate him to “maximize his potential” and at 
any rate he had to get used to being different. Jill Racine’s daughter is 
beautiful like she is, the same green eyes and wavy chestnut hair. And the 
cheekbones. Those fucking cheekbones.   

I’ve been trying to write the spec pilot Denny asked for but I can’t get 
going on it. He said ABC is dying for a new family comedy for Wednesdays at 
8 and that it’s right in my wheelhouse. Can’t even settle on the lead 
character, or what story I want to tell. I’m learning being on staff’s easier, 
sometimes you have to create guest characters but even then you’re not 
doing it alone. Now you’re doing it alone and it’s new characters, a new 
setting, a new tone, a new world. People think it’s all about jokes but they 
come last, they’re the easy part. Maybe I’ll be able to focus better with Ryder 
out of the house every morning and that’ll carry into the afternoon with 
Leslie taking care of him, unless she gets the job she says she’s interviewing 
for today, as we’re living on savings, which would of course pay shit 
compared to what I was making, and then I’d be dealing with Ryder 
afternoons instead of writing the pilot I’m having trouble writing. The Jill 
Show. Never work on a show with the star’s name in the title. Unless you 
can’t find anything else. 

Spent most of the holiday weekend watching old movies—Sweet Smell 
of Success, In a Lonely Place and other side-splitters—because I didn’t take 
wife and kid to either of the barbecues I was invited to. I was leaning against 
going and decided for sure Friday on the way home from the doctor. I admit 
it, I was embarrassed. I didn’t want to have to explain to friends what I’m 
doing, what I’m working on, “My agent’s begging me for a pilot, it’s coming 
along great, So-and-So’s dying to do the lead, ABC’s foaming at the mouth,” 
act like I’m not on staff by my own choice, laugh and make jokes as if this 
were a Labor Day weekend like any other Labor Day weekend. Although who 
knows, if I went maybe I’d have tripped and busted an arm and someone 
could’ve felt sorry for me and hired me. Everything and anything’s a career 
move now, horrible injury, sex tape, alcoholism, drug addiction, getting 
arrested, athlete’s foot. I can’t help but wonder—to my shame—if it would be 
worth it.   

None of the kids are staring at Ryder, just parents. Stealing glimpses, 
actually, pretending they’re not noticing and thanking whatever god they do 
or don’t believe in that it’s not their kid. Not Jill Racine, though, she’s 
watching only her daughter, with the cheekbones. It’s sort of a suicide 



mission but I have to figure out a way to approach her. Unlike the people I 
avoided at those barbecues, she doesn’t know me so I can be anyone she 
wants me to be. Today I should just introduce myself, ideally make her laugh. 
You have to be her friend or make her think you are, then wait for an 
opportunity to pitch yourself to her. The problem is that, realistically, it could 
take months. This is the first day so the parents are hanging out, and we’re 
always allowed to be here but from what I’ve heard most days we’ll just 
drop off the kid and leave. Especially Jill Racine, if it’s even her driving her 
daughter instead of one of the nineteen nannies she probably employs. She’s 
in production five days a week nearly every week and her show’s a hit so 
they’re making twenty-six episodes, they’ll be working through mid-March. 
Since she’s a producer she can stick her nose into anything she wants to, any 
time, so her involvement can accordion out as much as strikes her mood, 
which is a dangerous, dangerous thing. She can make everyone’s life 
miserable. The writers, by okaying stories and then changing her mind after 
the stories have been broken, outlined, written, rewritten, rehearsed and 
punched up. The director, by contradicting and belittling him. The other 
actors, by hijacking their funniest lines, ignoring them or otherwise treating 
them like shit. Or getting them fired. Actors she probably has someone else 
fire for her. The mom who was watching me before with pity looks me in the 
face and smiles as if to say, Buck up. The bottom line is that I can’t expect 
many chances with Jill Racine. 

We stop doing the Hokey Pokey—snack time. That is, everyone but 
Ryder stops because the kid insists on getting to do what everyone else 
already did. Ryder puts his ass in and out and cries out with pleasure again, 
then “jumps” in with his whole body. The parents are all watching him now, 
they’re relieved they no longer have to pretend they’re not. My boy’s 
rhythmic cries of joy make him sound like a seal. Jill Racine’s watching him, 
too, without even glancing at the boy’s father. It’s excruciating. Ryder finally 
finishes and beams. The two teachers applaud all the kids and herd them to 
the two little tables and gently but firmly shoo the parents off into a nearby 
alcove next to shelves of rubber blocks. Ryder, a few seconds behind as 
always, lurches toward the only empty seat, next to Jill Racine’s daughter, 
and falls into it gleefully. Literally falls into it. I hope Jill Racine’s daughter’s 
not a beautiful little snotnose bitch to my kid.   

We parents watch the pretty teacher place a paper plate of cheese 
cubes and a paper cup of apple juice before each kid. Jill Racine’s just one of 
the crowd, the other parents are demonstrating how cool they are around 
celebrities by ignoring her except for shooting even less discreet side-eyes 
at her than they did earlier at Ryder, although I think one dad’s trying to smell 
her. Or they’re avoiding Jill Racine because they’ve heard about her 
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reputation, which is likely, considering all the entertainment “news” shows 
on TV and the fetishistic celebrity jerk-off magazines you can’t go to the 
supermarket without seeing. They’re accurate sometimes. I know at least 
one person on a show I was on, a makeup “artist,” was getting paid to slip 
the Enquirer information about the star’s unusual sexual proclivities, 
something about a gorilla mask and apricots. I suck it up and ease next to Jill 
Racine. I’ve pitched myself to major assholes before and I can pitch myself 
to this one.   

Just now I remember my dream from this morning. It was almost 
exactly like an old Warner Brothers cartoon I haven’t seen in maybe twenty-
five years, since I was a kid, one of the few they made that didn’t feature 
Bugs or Tweety or the other regulars. In the cartoon, relentless, maniacal 
machine music plays as a naked baby is plopped onto a moving conveyer 
belt and gets bathed, powdered, diapered and bundled by shiny robotic 
hands, which then stick the infant in the beak of a stork that flies off to deliver 
it to its parents. Same as in my dream, except I’m the baby, lying on my back 
getting passed from metal hand to metal hand with my eyes closed, a big 
smile on my face, my skin smooth and not hairy, my little pink legs splayed 
apart revealing a mature adult pud. What the fuck is wrong with me. 

Time’s a wasting. I smile and say “Hi” to Jill Racine, hold out my hand 
and say, “Eric Ornstill.”   

She smiles back, shakes my hand back and says, “Hi. Jill Racine.” It’s 
hilarious the way stars introduce themselves as if you don’t know them and 
they’re just like the “little people” they’re always thanking when they get 
awards. Jill, her eyes focused on the kids, asks me, “What’s his name?”  

“Ryder. Hers?”   
“Daisy.” Her eyes gleam as she watches her gorgeous daughter hawk 

down a cheese cube. I notice other parents watching us, desperate to join 
the star’s conversation.  

“Sweet boy,” she says to me, eyeing Ryder. He stuffs a cheese cube 
toward his mouth but pushes it into his cheek. Then into his mouth and 
starts to chew laboriously. I watch closely to see if he chokes.  

Jill asks me, “What’s with him?” 
“What do you mean?” I say. 
“He’s sick?”   
Except for Leslie I haven’t talked about it with anyone. My beautiful son 

needs physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, drugs to 
control seizures and relax muscle spasms and ease pain, surgeries to “fix” 
structural abnormalities and relax muscles, a lifetime of all that, and the 
sooner treatment begins, the better. No knowing how bad it will get or how 
expensive (Writers Guild will cover some, as long as I work enough to keep 



the insurance). Braces if he can’t walk well, wheelchairs if he can’t walk. 
Voice synthesizers if he can’t talk. Life expectancy won’t be affected, just life. 
Some actor’s teenage son who was in a wheelchair from polio killed himself 
the other week. 

“Cerebral palsy,” I answer. I’m able to hold back a moment then start to 
sob. I can’t stop, huge sobs, barks, I can’t catch my breath, the noises I make 
are disturbing, frightening, grotesque. Everyone’s watching, the parents, the 
kids, they’re all aghast, Ryder’s terrified, the chubby teacher’s saying 
something to me, leaning me forward, Jill Racine puts her hand on my back I 
think, now the other teacher’s putting a paper bag over my mouth. I’m 
worried for Ryder, I start to catch my breath for him. I ease the bag away 
from my face. I haven’t completely caught my breath but I walk over to 
Ryder, tell him I’m okay and kiss him on the forehead. The pretty teacher tells 
the kids that Ryder’s dad felt sad but now he feels happier and that they can 
go back to enjoying snack time. I breathe deeper and easier and out of the 
corner of my eye see Jill Racine step back into the crowd of parents. I can’t 
see the mother next to her as she musters her courage and introduces 
herself to Jill and they start to chat.   

Ryder’s laughing now, he sees Daisy’s plate is empty and offers her 
one of his cheese cubes. She accepts it and she laughs, too. Maybe I’ll get 
lucky and run into her mom here another day.  
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Not Your Kid 
Juleigh Howard-Hobson 

 
 

If I was your kid, I wouldn’t flinch from 
Other people talking about families, 
Or childhood memories. I’d grow my hair, 
Wear pretty colors, trust compliments come 
Agenda free, accept that ‘I’m sorries’ 
Can be sincere. And final. I would care 
About life, in general, and for mine in 
Particular. I would like being told  
That I resemble you. I would not shrink 
From relationships. I’d put more faith in 
Myself than in opinions of me. Old 
Wounds wouldn’t show up—still raw—when I think 
About you. I’d be different. But I’m 
Not your kid. I’m hers and just wasting time. 



 
 
 
 
 

Fish 
Corin Scher 

 
 

The little girl was dead before her parents even realized she wasn’t in the 
house. They didn’t think the huge cracking sound the ice made as it broke 
could have been caused by anything larger than one of the stones the 
children threw across to test its thickness. 

Death by drowning. The very blood that rushed under her skin, 
crystallizing from the immediate cold, freezing like a slushie. And the 
asphyxiation. Her lungs nearly popped like balloons. Her gentle eyes were 
glazed over with frost as she tried to push her little head above the ice. She 
died within minutes, weighed down by her heavy wool dress. Her body 
stayed beneath the lake for months.  

The ice in that town clung to the earth most of the year. That lake was a 
beloved skating spot, as it was so often covered with the very thickest ice. It 
was so frosted over that one could not see beneath it no matter how hard 
one looked. A person could do all sorts of jumps and spins and hardly even 
scratch the surface for most of the year.  

For the next two seasons, everybody assumed the little girl had been 
kidnapped, or eaten by wolves, or gotten lost in the vast cold wilderness. It 
was widely thought that the body, alive or dead, would never be seen again. 
But there it floated, suspended beneath the ice like a sculpture. Hair floating 
around it, dress cementing it in place, tiny untied shoes stuck to its feet like 
magnets.  

Eventually, the sun began to poke its fingers under the canopy to 
caress the ice. Its touch cleared away all of the fogginess, leaving the surface 
as clear as glass. The first one to notice the figure trapped down there was 
Patrick, the baker’s son. He’d been trying to spot fish under the ice when he 
stumbled and fell, coming to a stop directly over the face. He shrieked so 
loud he startled a nearby herd of deer. 

They used ropes to pull the body to shore. It was bloated and red, 
parts of the hands, feet, and nose blackened slightly. It was heavy. Nobody 



wanted to touch the body, to pick it up and carry it in their arms and deliver 
it somewhere safe. Nobody brought it to the hospital, the coroner, the 
morgue, or even the church. Or to the little girl’s parents, who refused to 
leave their home to see the body, out of grief, or guilt, or disgust. They left it 
there, on the little rocky beach beside the lake, under a large blue tarp 
originally used to keep water out of the kayaks.  

They stood around the body for a few moments, like a school of 
minnows huddling together to scare off a predator. Somebody sent a few of 
the village children to get the parents, but they refused to come. The town 
was unaccustomed to the idea of such young death. Every few years one of 
the elderly would pass on in his sleep, and the body would only be 
subjected to a quick cremation, after which the ashes would be thrown into 
the breeze.  

 One by one, each family turned away and headed back into town. 
After all, the hockey finals were that night. As each family turned, its 
members felt the weight of the body fall from their shoulders. Somebody 
else would take care of it in the morning, they assumed. It wasn’t their 
problem. The town’s favorite hockey team won the game, and in their revelry 
they forgot about the body. It was lost under the tarp.  

Excess water turned to steam under the heat of the tarp, and the body, 
which had been so well preserved by ice, finally began to decompose. 

The body sat under the tarp for a week before it was rediscovered. In 
that time, the fish had slowly risen from the bottom of the lake. It was the 
plumber’s son, Charles, who had the idea to use the body’s fingers to catch 
Rooster, the monster bass that plagued anyone who tried to fish in the lake. 
The only way to catch a beast like Rooster was with flesh, he’d realized, but 
worms were hard to come by in the village. They lived six feet below the 
ground, and there was no fresh meat to waste on fishing. But there it was, a 
perfectly good chunk of flesh with nothing else useful to do. Charles lifted 
the tarp, and the smell was unbearable. 

The steam that filled the tarp vanished as it hit the cold air. The decay, 
despite its delayed start, had made up for lost time. The flesh was 
discolored, a multichrome rainbow shifting between color gradients. Puss-
yellow, mildew grey, green, deep purple, some colors seeming surface-level 
and others rooted under the skin. Various molds were starting to cover parts 
of the face and neck, and the exposed ankles looked like any other rotten 
meat, black and red and sickening. Tiny white mushrooms were sprouting up 
under the armpits, and a few larger brown ones were emerging from the 
creases in the fabric of the skirt where moisture was still trapped. Maggots 
had begun to make a meal of the eyes, joined by a few plump flies that 
politely buzzed away once the tarp was removed.  



Charles held his breath. He tried to break off the ring finger, but the 
flesh was so rancid it turned to mush and bone in his hand. He grabbed a 
pocket knife and carefully sliced off a pinky. Blood came from the wound, 
but it didn’t flow or drip like liquids are meant to do. It had been frozen solid, 
then melted, and had reconstituted itself into a brown slime, which oozed 
out of the body like a slug. It stunk like hell. 

He caught the fish.  
Early the next morning, a massive dark brown bear was spotted eating 

the left side of the face. Next, a few turkey vultures landed and feasted on 
the chest and insides. The decay had completely taken over, and by the time 
the animals were through with it, the body was nothing but rot, bone, 
mushrooms and maggots. The villagers didn’t know what to do.  

The parents refused to go to the site where it lay. Refused to give any 
type of instructions or indication of what the villagers should do with it. The 
smell had found its way under their door despite the distance between the 
house and the beach, and the mother feared that it would linger on their skin 
forever if they got any closer. They left the village before anything had been 
done. Finally, the villagers decided to dig it a grave on the very outskirts of 
town, where nobody would ever unearth it.  

The baker, the plumber, and some of the local hunters used the tarp to 
gather what remained of the body. Strands of thin blonde hair slipped out 
and clung to their flannel shirts as they lifted it. Congealed, blackened clots of 
blood dropped heavily from the bottom of the tarp, from where the stump 
that had once been a finger loosely dangled. The men didn’t look at the body 
long enough to see any changes in its appearance, but it was noticeably 
warm even through its wrapping. Warm and wet.  

They dug the pit and put the body in it, and the stench rose around 
them like a mist. They worked for as long as they could, but before they 
could cover it back up, it began to rain. Once again, everyone scattered, 
each person assuming someone else would stay behind to fill the grave. The 
body lay there as water once again rushed over it. The pit filled like a fish 
tank. Before anyone bothered to go back to check if the body was finally 
gone for good, the cold returned and the body was frozen in place, for years, 
waiting for the ice to melt so the worms could finish it off.  

 Nobody thought of the body after that.  
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Seven Vignettes about Rats 
Kali Meister 

 
 

I 
 

At three in the morning, I listen to the skittering of the rats between my 
bedroom walls. In Ms. Casey's class, we learned about Norway rats and how 
they got to America from Asia. The rats, she said, came over on boats and 
planes and spread across the United States. The native species here were 
fighting them, but because the Norway rats are sneakier and stronger, most 
of the American ones are now endangered or extinct. The Norway ones will 
climb, jump, or chew through metal to get what they need to live. 

They are the loudest at night. 
I sit up in bed, pushing my ear to the wall and listening to the chirping 

of baby rats a few feet from my head, a piece of drywall in between us. For 
over an hour, the chirps and clicks pulse like a beating heart. I rest my head 
against my flat foam pillow, the faded case covered with gray-brown lilacs. I 
wrap myself tight in my Holly Hobby sheets, and I’m safe. 

For now.  
 

II 
 

I wake at five. I’m to get my little brother and myself ready for school 
and be at the bus stop on the corner by 7:15. I pad barefoot across the cold 
linoleum in my nightgown. The pans are in the hutch next to the stove, and if 
I start the oatmeal first, I can make our lunches while the oats cook up. We 
have peanut butter and grape jelly every day, because my mother stands in 
line next to the health department with the other women every month. She 
gets a huge box with rice, a block of cheese, a jar of jelly, and ten pounds of 
peanut butter. If I have time, I can coat the bread with butter and grill the 
sandwiches in Mom’s skillet, long enough to make the doughy white bread 
crispy and the jelly and peanut butter into sweet and salty goo. There’s 



enough bread, and it’s something different, at least. 
I pull the first pan I see out of the hutch, lay it on the stove, and move 

quietly to the cabinet for the measuring cup. It goes on the top shelf, so to 
reach it, I have to climb onto the counter. 

I must be silent as to not wake my stepfather. 
I gently slide down off the counter with the heavy glass measuring cup 

in my hand. One and a half cups water for two-thirds cup of oatmeal. I have 
to put cinnamon and vanilla extract in the oats when they finally take in all 
the water. I did it once that way, and now it’s the only way my brother will 
eat it. The bread and the sandwich bags are in the second drawer under the 
one for the silverware. I leave the water and pan long enough to get them.  

We’re out of sandwich bags. 
The water bubbles up slowly from the bottom of the pan. I go back to 

the stove and empty in the oats. I need Saran Wrap, but when I look under 
the sink, all I can find is heavy tinfoil. I know it’ll mash our sandwiches into 
lumps of mush, but it’s the only option I have, outside of putting them in our 
lunchboxes unwrapped.  

I turn the burner down on the oatmeal and stir it with a wooden 
spoon. I add the vanilla, sugar, and cinnamon. 

I bend down and get the heavy, long, bright blue box of foil and set it 
on the counter. I grab the end of a sheet of foil and pull. It won’t budge. I pull 
again, harder, but it’s stuck to something inside. I thrust my hand inside the 
box and lift out the cardboard tube. 

Muted black eyes stare from inside the hollow cylinder.  
I let go of everything.  
The rat scoots across the slick linoleum, and the tube unravels in a 

several-foot-long trail of foil, stopping just at the pool of water that’s always 
in front of the refrigerator. A confused, pear-shaped bundle of oily brown 
hair stands in the kitchen doorway and looks back at me. It’s reared up and 
hissing. 

I must get it out of the house before anyone hears it. 
I reach for the broom that my mom keeps beside the stove and shove 

the bristle end at the rat. It clambers quickly under the dining table, toward 
my mom and stepfather’s room. I run to their doorway and slap the rat 
away, just in time to keep it from getting inside. The rat turns suddenly, and 
instead of running into the front of the house, where I might chase it out the 
door, it veers into the dark bathroom. I find the light switch with my fingers, 
turn it on, and look just in time to see the rat squeezing its now-slender body 
through a small hole in the wall behind the commode. There’s a stained, 
bleached-out hand towel on the hamper. I shove it in the hole’s opening.  

A sizzle comes from the kitchen. The heady smell of burnt sugar and 
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roasted cinnamon occupies the entire house. 
 

III 
 

 
My mom doesn’t realize I’m growing. I have a dresser and closet full of 

worn-out clothes that no longer fit. There’s a pair of polyester pants that I try 
to keep clean enough to wear to school. The crotch keeps ripping out of 
them, and I repair them each time with a needle and some thread I found in 
Mom’s bedroom.  

There’s also the two shirts my father gave me a year and a half ago, the 
last time I saw him. Both are adult size extra-large, so they’re huge. One has 
a skull wearing a rose crown and says Grateful Dead across the back. When 
I first wore it to school, the other grades would laugh and point when I 
walked to lunch with the rest of the second-graders. 

The other shirt has a tire track across the chest and says The Cars 
above a black smudgy tire print. The first time I wore it, the kids made such 
fun of me that I wished I’d been hit by a car so hard it knocked me into a 
place where I’d never have to think about that stupid shirt again. 

That was a year ago. Ms. Casey doesn’t let the other kids tease me 
nearly as much now that I’m in the third grade. 

I also have a pair of overalls. I bought them at a garage sale down the 
street from my house. I used change from the couch I’d saved in a baby food 
jar I found in the vacant lot on the corner. They’re my favorite, and I’d wear 
them every day, except that Ms. Casey can’t really protect me on the 
playground, and everyone there would make fun of me if I did. They already 
tell me I’m dirty if I try to play on the jungle gym during recess.  

I don’t play with them anymore. I go where the tall grass meets the 
edge of the playground and sit and watch the other kids play tetherball and 
jump rope. But I’ll wear my overalls today—it’s kind of cold and I want to be 
warm.  

I don’t care what they say. 
I can’t find them. I think maybe Mom took them to the laundry room. I 

hate when she does that. I’m running out of time before the bus comes, and 
my brother still hasn’t found his shoes. He loses his shoes every morning. 

In the laundry room there are piles and piles of unwashed clothes, so 
many it’s hard to walk around. I don’t understand where all the clothes come 
from. I recognize clothes from when I was in kindergarten that no longer fit 
me. Why doesn’t she just throw some of this stuff away? I see my overalls on 
top of a pile against the wall next to the dryer, but I have to toddle across a 
bigger pile in front of the washing machine first. I step on something 



unfamiliar. The hinge on the giant rat trap catches, but I’m too slow to avoid 
it. It snaps on me, and I want to cry, but I have to get the trap off first. I pull at 
the metal sling that’s swallowing my foot like a vicious steel mouth. I 
struggle, but finally wedge it far enough apart with my fingers. I sit, cradling 
my injury, the pile of dirty clothes compressing underneath my weight. 

I hear my brother in his bedroom. I swear it sounds like he’s jumping 
on his bed. 

The pain vibrates through me when I stand up, jagging quickly all the 
way up my left leg to my hip. I hobble back towards my brother’s room. 

I’ll wear my polyester pants. 
 

IV 
 

I hate my lunch box. It’s ugly yellow plastic with dumb crayons on it, 
and it looks stupid. I got it last Christmas from some family at Emmanuel 
Baptist Church, who adopted my brother and me for the holidays because 
my stepfather lost his job and we had no money for presents that year. 

What I hate the most about it is that the latch that holds it shut never 
works. I have to hold it upright with both hands on its sides like I’m 
presenting a gift to no one. If I don’t, my food falls out. It’s so embarrassing. 

When the class gets in line to go to lunch, I take my time, so I’ll be last 
and no one will see me carrying my ridiculous box. The lunch box is warm 
when I pull it from the class coat closet, but I don't know why. I feel a small 
hole giving way at the seam of my pants on the right inner thigh. I walk with 
the box in front of my hips, holding it close, trying not to draw too much 
attention to myself. My foot is still sore, but I won’t let it show. 

In the lunchroom I sit at the table with the rest of Ms. Casey’s class. 
Ann and Elizabeth Robinson, identical twins, sit across from me with their 
matching outfits, hair-dos, and lunch kits with unicorns on them. They 
always have Hi-C drink boxes, Doritos snack packs or leftover Pizza Hut with 
the thick crust and they are always talking. I put my lunch box on the table 
and lift the top. I take my thermos out and notice something moving in the 
corner under my heavy, tinfoil-covered sandwich. 

I push it with my index finger and find two baby rats curled up into tiny 
mucus spheres.  

I slam the box lid closed. How can I get rid of them without being 
seen? 

Ann and Elizabeth tell a story about a girl in the fifth grade whose 
parents just got divorced. They chew with their mouths open and explain 
that this girl took the pop-top of a soda can, put it on an electrical plug, and 
plugged it in. Ann stops chewing and swallows before she announces to 
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anyone who’ll listen that the girl had died instantly. 
If I leave now, no one will notice. I take my lunch box and walk to the 

trashcan. I can’t dump the babies into the garbage. What if they’re still alive? 
I need to go outside, by the playground, and dump them into the tall grass.  

Kids come to the trashcans to empty their green meal trays of the 
leftover tater-tots and grilled cheese sandwiches. I look around, and then 
slip out a side door. I press my back to the wall, eyeing all corners or 
possible entrances that a teacher could come through and spoil my plan. 
And then, after a moment, I walk. 

First I go slow. As I travel further down the hall, I gain speed until I’m 
running past the second grade annex. I fly past the first grade annex, the art 
and music rooms, and finally out the giant double doors that lead to the 
playground. The wind is blowing, and it feels like it might rain. No one is 
around. The grass behind the slides is high, and blows wild in the breeze. I 
stand in the middle of the over-grown weeds and grass with my lunch box 
high above my head. Kneeling down, I lift the lid and slowly pour the 
contents onto the ground. My sandwich falls first, then the slimy little babies 
slide to the bottom corner, out of the box, and on top of it. I watch them 
squirm against the dull shine of the foil. Large drops of rain start to fall, and 
my hair and clothes are getting wet. I grab the box that now only contains its 
matching thermos full of water and powdered milk. My foot still aches, but 
my legs pump hard and I’m quick to the door when suddenly Ms. Casey 
discovers me. I stop and look at her, wondering if I’m in trouble as she 
stands behind the double doors with her hands on her hips. I look down at 
my hands, and at the yellow plastic box. 

I walk in. She sighs, places her palm on my wet back, and walks with 
me to the bustling lunchroom. She reaches in the front pocket of her 
oversized jumper for change, and, one dollar and twenty-five cents later, I'm 
having grilled cheese and tater tots. 
 

V 
 

At home I have to clean my room first. Then I clean the bathroom, and 
then I sweep and mop the kitchen floor while my brother gets to play 
outside with his friends. I hate being the oldest. I have to do all this before 
my mother and stepfather get home from work. I have to use bleach, too, 
and I am convinced it’s eating the skin right off my hands. It’s the only thing 
we have to clean with. I remember visiting my grandmother once and how 
she would mop her kitchen floors with buckets of cloudy white pine cleaner 
diluted with water, and how nice and fresh her house would smell. Our 
house was clean, but there was never anything nice or fresh about it. 



I make my bed. I vacuum my thick, olive green shag carpet. I may as 
well vacuum the rest of the house while I’m at it. I push the old Kirby that 
was one of the only wedding gifts my mother got for her second marriage. It 
was a repair and display model my grandfather used when he sold the bulky 
vacuums. It sat out in his tool shed for years before he loaded it up into my 
mother’s old Chevette the day we left for Texas with my new stepfather. I 
imagine my grandfather’s face, his high forehead and wide, hawk-like nose. I 
think about after school in Missouri, and how he’d fix me a glass of whole 
milk and a Little Debbie oatmeal cookie with a cream middle. He’d sit at the 
dining table as I ate and drank as fast as I could.  

I miss him. 
I vacuum the carpet in the bathroom. The hand towel is still jammed in 

the small hole behind the toilet. I leave it alone. I will wait for my stepfather 
to get home and tell him about it. 

The bleach is under the bathroom sink. On my hands and knees, I 
scrub the inside of the toilet with my own bright pink sponge. I can hear the 
rats scratch behind the wall as they search for places to nest. The smell of 
bleach is so strong that it’s kind of hard to breathe. I stand on top of the toilet 
and open the small window above it. Maybe I should splash cold water on 
my face. At the sink, the cold water jets when I turn on the nozzle. It feels 
good. Water drips off my chin onto the plush green carpet. I go to the closet 
for a clean towel, but there are none.  

The one in the wall sits there, teasing me. 
I go to my room and sit on my bed. Mom will be home soon. Ann and 

Elizabeth’s story plays in my head. I think about the fifth-grade girl and how 
sad she must have been when her parents told her they were going to get 
divorced. Huge tears begin in the corner of my eyes, and soon I am crying. I 
think about the pop-top and the electrical socket.  

I go to the kitchen and open the refrigerator. The top shelf is stocked 
with Schlitz and a bottle of sake Mom had bought out of curiosity. I open the 
bottle of sake and take a swig. It tastes like what I imagine rubbing alcohol 
might taste like if you decided to drink it. I take another swig. The refrigerator 
door swings shut as I lift the lid of the trash, looking for an empty beer can. I 
find one underneath the burnt oatmeal. I take it out, rinse it off, and wiggle 
the pop-top until it twists off between my fingers. The can goes back into the 
trash. 

In my room I sit with my unplugged boom-box in my lap, holding the 
pop-top against the plastic part of the plug in between the metal prongs. The 
outlet next to my bed is empty, and I think it’s the perfect place to fall. My 
mother will be home soon. She’ll come through the door, past the dining 
room, and to my room, where she’ll see my blue canvas tennis shoes 
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sticking out from behind my bed.  
Yes, that would be perfect.  
My hand shakes as I reach toward the outlet. The prongs slip in, and I 

feel a slight tingle move up my right arm. There is a pop. White sparks fly just 
before every light in the house goes out. There’s an orange spot on the 
carpet that grows until a small flame opens on the floor. The stench of mold 
and rubber melting wafts toward the ceiling. I frantically pounce on the fire, 
my heart racing. After a minute, the fire goes out. The smell remains. 

I hear my mother’s key in the door. She can’t know what I’ve done. I 
run in the dark to the bathroom, where I pull down my pants and sit clumsily 
on the pot, ’cuz now I’ve got to pee. Heart thrashing inside my chest, I finally 
remember my stupid aching foot. My mother calls my name, but I don’t 
answer. I hear her make her way through the house to the fuse box in my 
brother’s room. The lights come on. When I’m done, I flush. Pulling at my 
pants, I look down in the porcelain bowl and notice a bloated rat, still alive, 
furiously swimming against the circles of water sucking it into the septic 
system. I jump up. 

My brother is running through the hall just outside the door. I lean my 
back against it, my hands cupped between my legs as I hold myself. I think 
about the rat, in the dark, waiting in the toilet bowl just for me. It could have 
bitten my privates, or it could have tried to crawl inside me as I sat there. I 
imagine the rat curled up safe inside my warm stomach. My heart beats so 
loud in the back of my dry, tight throat. I turn off the bathroom light before 
sliding down to the floor. 

I rub my foot and cry.  
 

VI 
 
Rat Truffles 
 
1 cup creamy peanut butter 
1/2 cup d-Con® Brand rat pellets 
 
Mix together. Roll into balls, placing balls where infestation is 

suspected. 
 
 
Rat truffles, my stepfather tells us, are not for children. 
My brother and I stand quietly as he rummages through the shelves for 

the tub of government peanut butter. He tells us that rats love it as he 
finishes off the rest of his beer and opens another. Inside a brown paper bag 



on the counter is a yellow and black box with a dead rat on it: d-con. He 
pulls its tab open and shows us the tiny brown pellets inside. 

His second beer is now gone. Upon request, my brother reaches in the 
refrigerator to get him another Schlitz. My stepfather starts to measure out 
the peanut butter, but eventually gives up and just scoops spoonfuls of it into 
a bowl. Next, he empties out the box of d-con, and stirs it all with a wooden 
spoon. He tells us that the d-con has something in it that will make the rats 
bleed to death and turn their insides into liquid. They’ll leave a trail of bloody 
poop behind them before they die. Rats are dirty, he says, and if they don’t 
eat the rat truffles they’ll eat each other’s poop, and after they eat that, their 
insides will turn to liquid too. He rolls the pasty goo into balls and sets them 
on the counter, on the floor in front of the refrigerator, and by the stove. My 
brother reaches into the bowl to touch the remains of the toxic concoction. 
When my stepfather notices, he smacks my brother’s cheek with the wet 
spoon that’s in the sink.  

My brother is too curious for his own good. 
My stepfather washes the bowl and the spoon with hot water and 

bleach as he downs the entire third beer. Then he reaches under the sink for 
his bottle of Crown. 

He says it’s getting late, and my brother and I had best get to bed. 
 

VII 
 
Even between my sheets, I’m still cold. My stepfather is in the laundry 

room, putting out new snap traps. Even from here, I can hear the ice clink 
against the old mason jar he sips his Crown and water in. He sings along with 
the radio my mother keeps back there. Old country music struggles to be 
heard through the pops and hisses, so lonesome it could cry. 

The light in the laundry goes out, and the house is now completely 
dark. 

He crosses through the kitchen, his heavy footsteps making the floor 
creak despite the shag carpet. I close my eyes and frantically pretend I’m 
asleep. Even with my eyes closed, I can sense he’s there, standing in my 
doorway.  

His cold breath moves like a breeze before a storm. 
He lumbers in, and the crisp air cuts my body when he pulls away the 

sheets. My eyes are shut. My body’s stiff. His frigid hands smell like Crown 
and peanut butter. He lifts up my nightgown. My legs are tight. 

I no longer notice the pain in my foot. 
I make myself as heavy as possible, so he has to fight to get my panties 

down. The lace on the collar of my nightgown chafes my skin as I sweat. He’s 
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heavy, and the pressure of his round belly stuns me. I think if I hold my 
breath long enough, he’ll stop. 

I do not breathe. I cannot breathe—there is no air. 
When he’s finished, he leaves. I go hide where no one will find me. I 

slip from between my floral sheets and twist the gold lock that holds my 
closet door shut. I nuzzle my backside into the corner, building a nest 
between the piles of clothes I outgrew years ago. I pull pants and shirts off 
their wire hangers, covering me until I am nothing but a human heart in the 
middle of a fabric body.  

There is movement around my legs. I can feel the rats, their coarse 
hairs rubbing against my bare legs, their wet noses on my knees, their 
whiskers along my sockless feet. I stretch my hands out as far as they will go, 
press my palms against the soft shag carpet. Rats crawl along the tops of my 
hands, pinching my skin with their claws. I imagine them crawling up my 
chest and into my mouth until I am full of them. They change me from the 
inside out until I am no longer me, but part me and part rat. I will take what I 
need to survive in this world from whoever I need to get it from, without 
having to ask anyone’s permission. I will travel at night in packs with my 
fellow half-human, half-rats. 

The rest of the human race will sleep. And no one will bother us.  
No one. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“Dreams are good. Having ambitions,  

aspirations. They keep you hungry. Stop you 
from giving in. Sometimes, they keep you going 
when everything else fails. But is a dream a lie if 

it doesn’t come true?”  

 
- C.M. Saunders 

“Loose Ends” 
 



 
 
 
 
 

A Plastic Life 
Desirae Terrien 

 
 

The first incision was an accident. Then 
I couldn’t stop. At my fingertips, 
a woolen white tuft, and another— 
flock after flock. Downy soft. 
Cottony lumps piling  
round me in a ring. You  
must have known this day would come. 
How I’d have to keep plucking, excavating. 
 
There’s a certain satisfaction 
in pulling out the stuffing. 
It’s just that I thought there’d be  
red—something more than clusters of fluff 
filling my body. But there is no red. 
Just off-white wisps from the wrists, 
from the abdomen, the intercostals, 
the sternal notch—wisp strewn after wisp, 
fibers feathering in the naked air.  
Not even true cotton. Polyester. 
Scattered here on the floor, radiating 
outward, an irregular galaxy 
of wads littered. Even now,  
elbow-deep in the umpteenth 
incision—there is no bottom. 
 
You find me crouched 
on this unstable cloud  
of me. Uncurl my fingers  
from their fleecy prize. My body  



hollow as half-used tubes of toothpaste. 
All along, I want to seethe. Just a rattle 
escapes my concave throat. A plastic life. 
You tilt my head back, study the mess. 
“I was going to tell you, someday.” 
Again I probe the gashes, but you 
wrestle my hands into place 
and brush 
a stray wisp from my cheek. 
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The Jet Black Knight 
Lorna Wood 

 
 

A lot of nights, I play shooter games. Point, shoot, save the world. It keeps 
me busy, so I don’t have to listen to the voices in my head, and it beats 
drinking. If I play till I’m flat-out exhausted, I might have game dreams or no 
dreams at all instead of the Iraq dreams, the ones where I wake up 
screaming. 

Or maybe I’m kidding myself, and gaming is just another round of 
PTSD Whack-A-Mole. My doubts began a couple of nights ago, when 
playing started to feel different.  

I was shooting my way out of a compound. It looked like one of those 
ruined courtyard houses we fought through in Iraq, like people might have 
lived there once. There was a tree, some open, unprotected staircases to 
nowhere, and a couple of derelict vehicles. 

I was running, hiding, shooting, running again, when suddenly I knew I 
was being followed. Those footsteps, always moving when I moved, 
stopping when I stopped. When I peered into my scope, I had the feeling 
someone else was there too, looking over my shoulder, holding his breath. 
Someone not at all familiar, menacing even, biding his time. 

A noise startled me. Probably the ice falling in the fridge, but at the 
time I just spun around, firing wildly, accidentally killing several of my allies. 
Almost immediately they turned on me. There was blood everywhere. The 
smell of explosives, burned clothing and seared flesh mingled with the usual 
scent of dust, sewage, garbage and my own panic sweat. I crouched down 
against the nearest mud-brick wall and waited to die. 

Then some game instruction came up, and I was on my sofa again. My 
avatar had been resurrected, ready to do it all over again, only better this 
time.  

I was not. Shaking and dripping sweat despite the central air, I turned 
off the game, but couldn’t turn off the feeling that the heat and the smells, the 
screams and the explosions, the blood and burned shreds of flesh and 



tattered clothes were waiting somewhere for me—maybe whenever my 
pursuer could catch me with my guard down. Our living room, with the new 
sofa and a couple of plastic dinosaurs my son had left out, felt no more real 
than a movie set. 

 
♥ 

 
The next day was quiet, but not peaceful quiet—it was more like 

building up to something. The air was heavy, humid and electric, and the 
light had a yellowish tinge. The clouds kept getting higher and darker, but it 
never quite rained. 

I felt jumpy, and my head was pounding. I might have done a couple of 
shots on the down low at work, plus the two beers the wife allows with 
dinner, though not more than that. I tried to stick to my routine to steady 
myself. 

After dinner, I got my son Danny into his dinosaur pj’s and read to him. 
I do this fairly often, partly trying to make up for the first two years—half his 
life!—I’ve missed, but also just because a dad should spend time with his 
son, and between work and long trips to the VA, I still feel like I’m missing 
out.  

I’m not sure it’s working, though. I’m all right going through his bedtime 
routine, helping him brush his teeth and all. I can help him get his pj top over 
his head or show him which way the pants go. For his part, he’s learning not 
to make loud noises or startle his dad, and we don’t play violent games, 
either. I feel like he’s taking care of me as much as I’m taking care of him.  

But somehow, even though he’s a great little guy, or maybe because 
he is, I just freeze up when it comes to hugging and kissing or worse, 
piggyback rides and rough and tumble stuff. Even putting on his pj’s, I’m not 
seeing him as my son, who needs a helping hand. I’m seeing his soft, round 
exposed belly, his skinny arms and legs like sticks that could snap so easily, 
his head, too big for his body and so fragile. I’ve padded all the sharp corners 
I could find in his room, and I try to make him pick up so he won’t trip, but I 
still worry. 

I try to make up for these feelings by doing stuff like reading with him. 
On that particular night, though, we had an argument about the reading. He 
said he wanted me to read the poem about a knight in this book his 
meemaw gave him, A Child’s Garden of Verses. Now, I knew that book pretty 
well from reading it to him, but I didn’t recollect any knight. Still, I took the 
time to look all through it, with Danny getting more and more frustrated, but 
sure enough, not a single knight in it. I tried to explain this to Danny, but he 
grabbed the book away and insisted. “Yes there is. A dark black knight. He 
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‘stares foo the window.’” 
His eyes swam with tears and disappointment in me, but luckily he’d 

rung a bell. In a poem called “Northwest Passage,” the “jet black night” (no 
“k”) “stares through the window-pane” and does other creepy things while 
the boy in the poem is on his way to bed. I thought we were in the clear 
then. I read him the poem, and I showed him the word “night” without the 
“k” and explained how it wasn’t really a person, but just acting like one. 
Danny’s a smart boy, and he sort of understood. 

But since we’d argued, he seemed to feel we had to hug it out extra 
long and tight. He stood up on his bed and grabbed me round the neck, and I 
kind of flinched away. I could feel his little body quiver like he was fixin’ to 
cry for real, so I made myself hold him and tell him how smart he was for 
understanding the poem. 

Then he squeezed me tighter than you’d expect from those little bony 
arms and said in my ear, “I’m still gonna think it’s a real knight with a ‘k,’ 
Daddy.”  

I told him to go right ahead and think of it that way if it made him 
happy. His breath was wet and sloppy, and even though I thought again of 
how soft and easy to break he was, I made myself hold him till he let go and 
lay back down for me to tuck him in. I gave him a peck on the cheek and 
turned on his night light. When he asked me the first time, I told him 
everything was okay.  

When he asked me the second time, I was a little annoyed, so I told 
him pretty firmly not to ask me again, but he didn’t cry. 

 
♥ 

 
Downstairs, the wife and I tried to have a quiet evening. She left the TV 

off—too many triggers for me—and I tried to show an interest in the lesson 
plans for her third graders that she was working on. 

I reckon I just managed to get in her way, because after explaining 
again how they were going to represent the water cycle with both drama 
and beaded bracelets—my attention had wandered the first time—she asked 
if I maybe wanted to shoot up some bad guys (game), to which I gave a firm 
negative, so she went back to sorting her water cycle beads without asking 
me why. She could tell I was agitated, and she knows from experience it’s 
best to hold the questions till I calm down.  

After a restless spell during which I alternately pretended to read a 
magazine article about deer blinds and paced around the living room, dining 
room and kitchen, I went up and checked on Danny, and when I came 
down, my wife said she was fixin’ to go to bed. Again, she didn’t interrogate 



me when I said I reckoned I’d sit up awhile. She knows there are just times I 
can’t let my guard down—not to sleep and night terrors, and not to love a 
woman so much I lose my whole self in her arms. 

She just said, “okay” and bent down to kiss the top of my head so her 
hair fell down around me like curtains, and the smell of coconut conditioner 
was everywhere. “I’m keeping track of those beers, now,” she said, meaning 
she’d notice if I exceeded my two-a-day allowance. 

“It’s good to have hobbies,” I said, pretending I didn’t feel guilty. Not 
about my drinking, because I’m getting a handle on that, but about letting her 
go off to bed by herself. 

She laughed like she wasn’t going to be tossing around worrying about 
me, and we said our good nights. 

Almost as soon as she’d gone, the still, humid air finally began to shift. 
A wind sprang up, tossing the branches of the trees with great rushing 
sounds and generally reminding us all that Nature is mighty and we are 
small. I thought of the poem “Windy Nights” in Danny’s book, where the boy 
hears a galloping horseman in the wind. 

While I was listening for a sound like hoof beats but not hearing any, I 
thought how my son had imagined the jet black knight staring through the 
window, and immediately the sensation of being watched that I’d had in the 
shooter game came over me again. I felt compelled to check, though I knew I 
would likely only see the reflection of our front room projected into the yard. 
Reluctantly giving in to my fears, I looked. 

There he was, the jet black knight, pinning me with his stare. He was 
dressed in shiny black body armor—not medieval, but like an avatar in a 
shooter game might wear. His helmet didn’t completely hide his shadowy 
face, and looking into his eyes, I had the feeling we’d met before. If so, I 
didn’t think we’d been friendly. 

I couldn’t look away. Those eyes seemed to call me to some 
mysterious purpose, and besides, as long as I looked back, I at least knew 
where he was and what he was doing. I approached the window. 

Behind the knight, shadowy forms were moving, and though the space 
where he stood seemed to be a living room, it was certainly not ours. It had 
bare plaster walls and was a wreck, with sofa cushions scattered around and 
papers everywhere. 

I knew the signs of a raid when I saw them. Drawn again to meet the 
knight’s impassive gaze, I looked questions at him. Was he in charge? Was I 
supposed to take part? But he gave no sign. 

I went right up to the window, so that I almost thought I could hear the 
knight’s deep, regular breathing. By now, I was not at all surprised to see the 
whole Iraqi family—two middle-aged parents, a young woman with a baby 
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of no more than two in her arms, a girl of about twelve, and a boy around 
ten, all cowered against the wall. And as usual there was Sergeant Hank 
Anthony Pardee, who we’d come to know as “Hap” in the informal bonds 
we’d forged in these house-to-house, night-after-night raids. 

Hap was our squad leader, first in all the necessary dirty work. He was 
about thirty, but his freckled face was fresh and unlined. Unless he was 
drunk or in one of his wild moods, you had to get right up to him to see the 
crazy in those baby blues. The thing was, Hap loved war.  

He was loving it now, I could see, pushing the flashlight mounted on 
his M4 into the father’s face as the man tried to shield his eyes with his 
hands. “Jalal Masri. Where is he? And none of your fuckin’ haji tricks, 
comprende?” 

The frightened man put his hands down and flicked his eyes to the 
interpreter, an unflappable Kurd in glasses who had been both a university 
professor and a KDP operative before the war. He translated briefly, likely 
leaving out the offensive part. 

The man with the flashlight in his face shook his head violently and let 
out a tumbling stream of words, touching his chest just over his heart to 
emphasize his honesty. 

“He says he doesn’t know Jalal Masri, hasn’t seen Jalal Masri, but that if 
he should see him or hear anything about him he will tell the Americans,” 
said the interpreter, as if he had just cleared up a difficult point in his lecture. 

Hap stepped up toe-to-toe with the man, shoving the gun barrel under 
his grizzled chin so that the light made his face ghostly and cast weird 
shadows on the walls. “That’s bullshit,” he said. “You know it and I know it.” 

The interpreter began to translate, but Hap held up a hand. “Never 
mind. I know how to make these hajis understand. Boyd!”  

“Yes sir!” Private Boyd stepped out of the shadows. He looked up to 
Hap because Hap had taught him the joy of hate, and now he could focus on 
that instead of being afraid all the time. 

“Hold your gun on him.” 
“Yes sir!” 
Boyd trained his gun and its light on the man’s face, which shone with 

beads of terror-sweat. The beam of Hap’s light swung crazily for a second as 
he stepped over to the young woman holding the baby, which she had 
somehow calmed after the shock and awe of us rousing them all up and 
tearing through their house. Before she could react, the beam swung around 
toward me, briefly lighting up the frozen faces of the family, and then her 
baby was gone, and silhouetted against the light was a flying black form like 
a giant deformed bat.  

“Catch, Lawson,” Hap commanded, and there was the baby in my 



arms, soft like a ripe fig and not even screaming yet, it had all happened so 
quickly. I tried to give the mother a reassuring look, but it was likely lost in 
the darkness. 

“Hey Lawson,” Hap shouted over the baby’s delayed reaction. “I’m not 
asking you to fuckin’ nurse it. You got a pistol?” 

The squad’s laughter over the nursing comment died, and there was 
nothing but the baby’s screams. “Yes sir,” I said. It was not standard issue to 
Army National Guard soldiers like me, but we were up to our necks in guns. 
Everyone had at least one. Shifting the little boy to my left arm, I drew my 
M9. 

“Hold it to the kid’s head, like you’re fixin’ to shoot.” 
It’s an order, I thought. I held the weapon to the little head with my 

right hand as best I could while jogging the baby up and down comfortingly 
in my left arm. I’ll just hold the gun here, I thought. It’s not hurting anyone. 
With the kid still wailing, you could hardly hear the young mother sobbing, or 
her mother, comforting her with what might have been a prayer. The older 
boy and girl were in the shadows not making a sound, but I felt their eyes. In 
the slowed-down time we were all suddenly in, I found myself wondering if 
I’d ever kicked a soccer ball around with that boy.  

“Now,” Hap said, turning back to the man. “Your neighbor told us he 
saw Masri here last night. So where is he now?” 

The interpreter began to translate, but the man broke in, gibbering, 
always with one eye on the baby despite his own danger. His neighbor didn’t 
like him—something to do with his goats and the neighbor’s garden. So his 
neighbor made up lies …  

“Lawson,” Hap said lazily, “squeeze the trigger a little.” His voice carried 
effortlessly over the father’s continued explanation, the women’s sobbing 
prayers, and the baby’s cries, now tailing out into uncertain whimpers. The 
light on Hap’s gun moved down from my face to my finger, just a barrel’s 
length away from the curly black hair. 

Another order. It is possible to squeeze the trigger of an M9 pretty far 
before it’s out of your control and all hell breaks loose. I didn’t let myself 
think of soft, juicy figs with their sweet red, seedy guts. I thought of my own 
baby son home safe with his mother, and I thought of the National Guard 
commercials where the smiling hero hangs onto a rope with one hand and 
with the other holds up a grateful child he’s just rescued from a flood or 
some such disaster. I thought how I’d always wanted to be that guy. Then, 
with infinite tenderness, I depressed the trigger just enough so that everyone 
could see I was following orders, but not nearly enough to— 

Boom! 
For a moment there was confusion. The people, the walls, the pages of 
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the Koran that Hap and Boyd had scattered around, all seemed to ripple into 
fragments, which were lifted and blown in a whirlwind. There was no baby, 
no sobbing mother, no father, no terrified kids hating us. There were no 
soldiers with guns, and there was nowhere to run. Just me, rooted to my 
living room carpet, staring into the eyes of the jet black knight, as the storm 
finally broke. To my surprise, he was crying. 

I lowered my gaze, ashamed to meet his. “I wouldn’t have shot him,” I 
said in a voice that was strangely cracked. “I would never—”  

I broke off because I had seen a pistol gleaming in the knight’s hand. 
Slowly, he brought it up, up, up. But he didn’t point it at me. He pointed it at 
the side of his own head. He should take off his helmet, I thought.  

“Daddy, I’m thirsty. Why you got your gun?” 
I turned sharply, lowering my arm. I often carried a gun, but when had 

I taken it out? I couldn’t remember. Danny was standing in the doorway. His 
hair was messed up on one side, his eyes big and questioning. Taking calm, 
deep breaths, I engaged the safety. A quick sideways look at the window 
told me the knight was gone, for now.   
 Danny looked at the gun and spread his arms out. “Bang bang, I’m 
dead,” he said, and fell to the floor, laughing.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“ … some things don’t wait until the proper day.” 
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Polka Dot 
MK Roney 

 
 

The mask makes it hard to breathe. The heat within the fabric keeps her face 
warm as she grows dizzy on her own breath. It’s easier to swallow cool air 
when she looks up, so she leans back. The sky is a different kind of gray here 
than it is in Brooklyn. Less muddy, but darker, heavier. She closes her eyes 
and inhales the plastic smell of the mask, the thin fabric tickling her lips. Her 
father tightens his hold on her legs, and she shifts until she’s sitting more 
comfortably on his shoulders, gripping his hair with pink-mittened hands. 
She listens to the sound of her father walking, one muted rhythm among 
many. All around her are people, all walking in the same direction, weaving 
their way between still and empty cars. Someone two rows over, a woman 
in a thick parka, is carrying a blue umbrella covered with yellow circles. 
 “Polka dot!” Isabella shouts. She reaches out toward the umbrella, 
closing her fist over the circles and bringing them to her covered mouth. 
 “Tasty?” her father asks, looking up at her. 
 “Tasty, tasty,” Isabella says, rubbing her hand over her stomach. She 
feels her father’s laughter through her heels.  
 They continue to walk and the ash grows heavy on her eyelashes. She 
tries to blink it away, shakes her head to dislodge the drifts, but her breath 
comes up through her mask as a wet wind, turning the powder to mud. She 
wipes a hand across her face, smearing the gray across her skin. 
 “No, honey. Don’t rub,” her mother says from behind.  
 A pair of hands hooks under her arms and lifts Isabella from her 
father’s shoulders. She lets herself be moved, turning to see her mother’s 
own smudged face, the mask she’s wearing mottled with silver and 
gunmetal. Her mother rests her on her hip and pulls a wipe from her pocket.  
 “Hold your breath,” she says. 
 Isabella takes a gulp of air as her mother pulls the mask down, rubbing 
the wipe over her nose and cheeks. She scrunches her face, but her mother 
is quick. In moments, the mask is back in place, the little metal band cutting 



into her nose. Her mother adjusts Isabella’s hat further down her forehead, 
re-wraps her scarf so that it covers her neck and ears, and tucks in the fabric 
a bit more.  
 Isabella can see the smile in the lines of her mother’s face, ash and 
sweat caking them into semi-permanence. She giggles when she receives a 
masked kiss and squirms until she’s set on her feet before taking hold of her 
mother’s hand. To their left, rows of cars lie silent, some with broken 
windows, others with messages written into the grime. To their right, open 
fields stretch beyond what the eye can see, horizon blending with the sky in 
gradients. Whenever the soft blanket of the fields is interrupted by small 
mounds made smooth by ash, her mother makes her switch sides and tells 
Isabella to practice her colors. She taps each of the cars and says what color 
it is, even if she needs to wipe away some of the gray to see.  
 Up ahead, a rectangle of a darker hue stands out against the uniform 
clouds. As they approach, colors begin to emerge in streaks, blues and 
greens and above it all, arching letters in a vibrant white. Isabella’s mother 
helps her sound out the letters: N-I-A-G-A-R-A  F-A-L-L-S.  
 “It’s the most beautiful waterfall in the world,” her father says. “Bigger 
than anything you could imagine.” 
 “Can we see it?” Isabella asks, eyes never leaving the billboard. 
 “We’ll walk right by it.” Her father turns around and smiles. “And then 
guess what?” 
 “What?” 
 “Then we get to walk across a rainbow bridge,” her father says.  
 Isabella’s eyes grow big. “Really?” She looks from her mother to her 
father. “Really?”  
 “Really, really,” her mother says.  
 Isabella pulls her mother’s hand. “Come on,” she huffs. “We have to 
hurry.”  
 Her mother laughs and lets herself be tugged for a quarter of a mile, 
until Isabella gets too tired and raises her hands to be carried.  
 They walk until the darkness and the falling ash grow too 
claustrophobic. Countryside has given way to the outskirts of a town and 
those who are still moving begin veering off the road and into empty office 
buildings. Isabella’s father finds a corner of a hollowed-out wholesale store 
and begins to set up their tent. Her mother sets Isabella down by their 
backpacks and takes out the little propane stove they’d bought to use on a 
camping trip to Rochester they’d never gotten around to taking. Taking the 
pot and their empty water bottles, she stands in the line for the bathroom 
sinks. Isabella drifts off as she watches her, the sound of shuffling nylon and 
low murmurs lulling her to sleep.  



 When she wakes, her father is staring into the bubbling pot, stirring the 
contents in slow circles. Instant noodles and the occasional flash of 
dehydrated peas roil in the water and Isabella is acutely aware of how 
hungry she is. Upon seeing she’s awake, her mother rifles through her 
backpack and pulls out a moist travel towel. She wipes it harshly across 
Isabella’s face, scrubbing to erase the more ingrained smudges, and Isabella 
sits quietly until she’s finished, too tired and hungry to protest.  
 Her father doles out the food and they eat in silence, each too focused 
on catching every drop to speak.  
 The building has begun to fill. What empty concrete there was is now 
taken up by tents and sleeping bags and people laid out on top of blankets or 
huddled together around small lanterns. Large windows run along the top of 
the walls, casting the room in a cottony light.  
 Beside them, a group of seven settles into one of the final open spaces. 
Their faces are streaked with gray but they look young, perhaps college 
aged. It’s only when they’ve shed their outer coats and hats that they see 
there are men and women. Isabella’s father and mother nod to them, and 
they nod in return. A girl setting up a tent is wearing a blue sweatshirt with a 
yellow smiley face in the middle. 
 “Polka dot.” Isabella reaches out toward the girl, closes her fist over the 
smiley, and brings it to her mouth.  
 The girl looks over at her. 
 “It’s a thing her uncle taught her,” Isabella’s mother says, putting her 
hand on her daughter’s head. “When you see a polka dot you catch it and 
eat it.” 
 “How did it taste?” the girl asks Isabella. 
 She thinks for a moment.  
 “Like lemon.” 
 The group around her smiles, one of them calling her cute, before they 
get back to setting up their spots. 
 

♥ 
 

 Her stomach warm and full, Isabella’s head begins to droop. Her 
mother softly guides her to the tent, unfurling the 101 Dalmatians sleeping 
bag and tucking her in. Isabella says she isn’t tired, but her mother shushes 
her and wraps the stuffed polyester closer.  
 Isabella turns on her side. The group beside them has set up a small 
circle of flashlights. Her mother has zipped the mouth of the tent shut, but 
the light is still bright enough to cut through. Isabella watches the silhouettes 
of her parents against the nylon wall, their shadows comforting. 
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 “Where are you kids from?” Isabella hears her father ask, his voice low. 
 “NYU. Our car made it all the way to Mt. Morris before we ran out of 
gas. Not like we could go much further. From what I heard, it’s deadlocked 
from here to Ithaca,” another voice says.  
 The others hum in agreement. 
 “We didn’t make it much further than that ourselves. Been walking for 
three days,” Isabella’s mother responds.  
 “You headed to the Peace Bridge Crossing?” a voice, the one that 
belongs to the girl with the polka dot, asks. 
 “Peace Bridge is impassable,” Isabella’s father says. “All clogged up, last 
I heard. We’re heading to Niagara. They say they’re still letting people 
through.” 
 “I hope that’s true,” a boy’s voice said. “I don’t think it’s safe to be here 
anymore. We’ve been hearing about riots for days now and some guy at the 
last place we stayed was talking about Martial Law and food rationing, like 
that’s a normal thing.” 
 One of the other boys huffed out a laugh. “Yeah, but that guy was 
crazy.” 
 “They’re saying most of the West and Midwest has been covered.” It 
was a different girl’s voice, quieter than the rest. “My family lives in Jackson 
Hole. Our house is just an hour south of Yellowstone. I … I don’t even know if 
Jackson Hole is there anymore.” 
 Everyone is quiet for a while, the only sound the crinkle of energy bar 
wrappers and the soft muttering of those around them. It’s Isabella’s mother 
who breaks the stillness, her voice similar to the one she used when Isabella 
had had to leave her stuffed bear and collection of pretty glass horses 
behind.  
 “I’m sure they’re fine,” she says. “There have been earthquakes for a 
few weeks. They probably evacuated days before it erupted. They may have 
even made it across the border before the western routes shut.” 
 “I grew up going to that park,” the girl breathed. “My dad used to make 
me sit for hours so he could watch Old Faithful go off. And now there’s just … 
nothing.”  
 It goes silent again. There are some people still mumbling somewhere 
in the room, but for the most part, the sounds of talking have been replaced 
with those of sleep. Isabella feels herself begin to drift. She nestles further 
into her bag and closes her eyes. The last thing she thinks of is a bridge 
curved like a rainbow, dropping off the edge of a waterfall. 
 

♥ 
 



 When she wakes, her mother is snoring softly in her ear, and her arm is 
draped over Isabella’s belly. Isabella looks over to where her father normally 
sleeps, but he isn’t there. She gently lifts her mother’s arm and crawls 
outside. The group that was beside them last night is gone. The building is 
slowly emptying out. Plastic wrappers and ashen clothing litter the floor. 
Isabella sees her father speaking to someone across the room. He looks over 
at her, frowning. She feels a hand on her back and looks up to see her 
mother, who wears the same expression as her father. 
 He quickly walks towards them. 
 “We need to move,” he says, pulling the sleeping bags from the tents 
and throwing them on the ground. “There’s rumors they’re going to start 
limiting Niagara to seventy-five a day.” 
 Isabella takes a step back from her father, intimidated by his urgency. 
“Daddy, I’m hungry.” 
 “No time for breakfast,” he says, ripping the tent down and sliding the 
poles from the fabric. He shoves them into his pack as Isabella’s mother 
bends down and rolls the sleeping bags into tight coils.  
 “Don’t worry, sweetie. We can snack and walk. It’ll be like our trips to 
the park,” her mother says, jamming the rolled bags into her own backpack, 
followed shortly by the stove and pot. Within minutes they’re on the road, 
their masks pulled up over their faces.  
 They walk swiftly, Isabella’s hand tight in her mother’s. It isn’t long 
before she starts tripping, momentarily dragging her mother down with each 
stumble. When Isabella falls to her knees, she’s quickly scooped up, the 
arms around her like a vice as her mother jogs to catch up with her husband. 
Isabella hides her face in her scarf, biting her lips against the whines that are 
threatening to escape.  
 It’s sometime in the early afternoon when they see the outlines of the 
city through the falling ash. As they make their way between storied 
buildings and hollowed out grocers, the lines of people walking grow thicker, 
the streets more crowded. Weaving through quickly becomes shoving, and 
Isabella cries out each time she feels a body push against her. Her mother 
tries to shush her, tell her it’s alright, but the crowd around them is getting 
louder. Isabella grips her mother. She can feel people she doesn’t know 
touching her, their backs and shoulders and chests pressed against her. She 
starts crying.  
 “Shhh, can you hear that?” her mother whispers into her ear. “That big 
whooshing sound?” 
 Isabella shakes her head, but listens. Above the roar and shouts of the 
crowd, she can hear a constant, heavy hiss. She raises her head, looking for 
it, but all she can see are thousands of hats and heads.  
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 “It’s the waterfall, Isabella. Can you hear it? It’s so close! We’re so 
close!” Her mother smiles up at her. Tears cut passages down her cheeks. 
Isabella wipes the lines away with sooty mittens. 
 “Zoe!”  
 Isabella’s father reaches back, his hand waving as those beside him 
jostle him left and right. Her mother grabs it over the heads and shoulders of 
others, and slowly, they’re pulled forward until Isabella is tucked firmly 
between them. The crowd grows denser as they’re pushed to where the 
majority of people seem to have gathered. To the left, a parking lot sits above 
an Indian restaurant. The air is heavy with the wet smell of spices and too 
many people, and Isabella is left both hungry and nauseous. They pass other 
buildings with shattered windows, but even these become few and far 
between until there is only a line of small shacks, barricaded behind giant 
cement blocks topped with barbed wire. Big, black vehicles and men on 
horses stand silent, watching.  
 The crowd undulates forward and Isabella is crushed between her 
mother’s chest and her father’s back. She tries to crawl upward but has no 
space to do so. 
 “Mama, it hurts!” 
 “I know, sweetie,” her mother says into her ear. “We’re almost there. 
Just hold on for a little while longer.”  
 “Mama, I wanna go. I don’ wanna be here!” Isabella wraps her arms 
tighter around her mother’s neck. 
 “Just a little longer,” her mother whispers. 
 “I wanna go home.” 
 “We can’t.”  
 Isabella can hear the thickness in her mother’s voice and feels her 
chest pulsate with a sob, but before she can look into her face, the crowd 
forces them sideways. Isabella screams as they cant to the right.  
 Her mother takes a stuttering step to try and stabilize them, but they 
fall anyway. She shouts when her knee hits the ground and tightens her arms 
around Isabella. Over the din, Isabella hears her father’s deep voice, and then 
she’s yanked upward, her mother’s arms still tight around her as they’re 
pulled back to standing. She feels a hand on the back of her skull and hears 
the voices of her parents, though she can’t make out the words.  
 A sharp electronic screech rings out over the crowd. Isabella’s hands 
clap over her ears as her parents turn back to the barricade. On top of one of 
the shacks, a man in a thick black vest with CBP emblazoned across his chest 
in big white lettering surveys the crowd, a light coating of ash dusting his 
hair. He holds a megaphone in his hand, and only when the uproar quiets 
down does he bring it to his lips. 



 “The border is closed.”  
 The cacophony of shrieks and screams is instantaneous and painful. 
Isabella presses her hands even tighter against her ears, but it does little to 
alleviate the ache. 
 The man waits for a few moments, his eyes following the length of the 
crowd down the street and into the center of the city.  
 “I repeat, the border is closed. Should anyone choose to use force to 
enter Canada illegally, we will defend our borders by any means necessary. I 
suggest you all turn around and return to your homes,” the man says. He 
climbs off the roof, ignoring the growing bedlam as the crowd begins to 
writhe.  
 Her mother and father and the thousands of others around them 
demand answers and justice and mercy, but the line of men and horses 
stands motionless behind the barricade. It’s only when the sky begins to 
grow dark that her mother puts a hand on her father’s shoulder before 
turning away. She cups Isabella’s head in her hand as she drives through the 
crowd. They walk until they reach the Indian food restaurant and the 
accompanying parking lot. The smells of spices and freshly-made naan are 
gone, and its windows are now shattered, too. Together, they shuffle up the 
ramp, walking through each level and stepping around tents and over 
sleeping people. Too many others had the same plan, hoping to seek shelter 
close to the border gate. It’s only when they reach the top level that they find 
a small slab of unclaimed concrete. There’s not enough space for their tent, 
so they settle their sleeping bags down on top of it, hoping it might insulate 
them from the cold.  
 Her parents tuck Isabella into her bag. She is awake, her eyes 
unfocussed and staring blankly at the sky. Her mother frowns, tries patting 
Isabella’s face to get her attention, but her father grasps her mother’s hand, 
and they lay down with Isabella between them. They drift off, her mother 
crying quietly, her flimsy face mask billowing with each faltering breath, and 
her father, rubbing her mother’s fingers tenderly, his own mask stuttering 
with quiet words and mumbled hope.  
 Isabella continues looking up, even as flakes of ash collect in her 
lashes. The sky moves slowly along, and she is reminded of home, of their 
own sky that was only ever a muddy gray.  
 The ash stops falling. Isabella blinks to clear her eyes as an opening 
begins to form in the clouds. It is only a sliver at first, but it grows and grows 
until she can see sparkles set into the velvet black. She squints as the 
opening grows wide enough to reveal a bright white circle. It changes colors 
when she looks at it, sometimes to all white, sometimes with little speckles 
of gray. She reaches out and sees the light radiate around her hand. She 
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closes her fist and brings it to her mouth, chewing, savoring the taste, the 
texture.  
 The clouds crawl across the sky until the circle and the sparkles and 
the sliver are gone and all that is left is gray. 
 The ash begins to fall once more.  



 
 
 
 
 

A Walk to the Pond 
Elizabeth J. Coleman 

 
 

From the way my mother leaned on me,  
I should have known it would be  
 
our last walk together. But I refused  
to believe this possible of a woman  
 
who loved to declaim,  
It’s always darkest before the dawn, 
 
 or, In the morning, it will all be  
fine, effortlessly pulling the perfect 
 
cliché from her bag of tricks. 
The way she nailed most anything, 
 
in a tossed-off way. We were thick  
as thieves, always had been, always 
 
would be, I assumed, 
just as a cloud you can fly through,  
 
no more than air, makes a shadow 
in a painting by Dali or Magritte. 
 
Tomorrow I will become 
the age my mother was that day.  



 
 
 
 
 

Loose Ends 
C.M. Saunders 

 
 

Every town has them. Secluded spots, lover’s lanes, secret places you go to 
be alone with your sweetheart. 

Ours was called Loose Ends. 
It got its name from the network of narrow country lanes that 

converged on an area of common ground after having threaded their way 
through the mountains over the decaying remnants of Rockridge. In days 
gone by, the area had been used as a site for summer fetes, concerts, and 
travelling carnivals. Now, it was barely used at all. Even the lovers had 
moved on.  

Most of them. 
Mona and I still went there. It was the only place we could find true 

peace and solace. She could get away from her bitching mom and alcoholic 
stepdad, and I could escape the crushing mundanity of my four-on, four-off 
factory job. At Loose Ends, we could be free. We could be ourselves. We 
could sing and dance under the stars, and let all our troubles drift away on 
the breeze. 

‘Meet me tonight at Loose Ends,’ became our mantra. Kind of an in-
joke. Barely a day would go by when one of us didn’t say the words and light 
a fire in the other’s belly. 

I would drive up in my battered, broken down 2001 Corolla, and she 
would take a bus from outside her house, then walk the final half-a-mile or 
so whether rain or shine. Naturally, I wanted to pick her up, but this was our 
routine. To her, it meant something. Plus, I think she wanted to wrap us up in 
this secretive velvet cloak.   

“Love shouldn’t be easy,” she would say, as if by way of validation. “We 
need to fight every step of the way.” 

At first, I rejected this concept. Until then, I’d always imagined love to 
be a joyous wonder, some kind of exuberant folly to be celebrated. But after 
a time, I came to see that Mona was right. Love, like life, was hard. A 



constant struggle. I could only console myself with the knowledge that 
nothing truly worthwhile was easy. That was why we worked for money. It 
drove home its true material value. If it was just handed to you, it would be 
worthless.  

Our favourite place was in the shadow of a huge oak tree. It must have 
been a century old or more, its gnarled branches reaching for the sky and its 
weathered trunk too thick to put our arms around. One day, we carved our 
names into the bark where they bled into the impressions left by countless 
other names and symbols, and we would run our fingers over the scars 
every time we visited. They faded with time. But our names were there, if 
you really looked.  

Most things were there if you really looked. 
We would make love in the open air, then lie in the space between the 

stars above and the twinkling lights of the town below as we talked about 
our dreams and hopes for the future. All the things we wanted to do, but 
deep down knew we never would. I wanted to own a construction 
company. Be my own boss. At just twenty-four, I was already sick and tired 
of bowing to other people’s whims just for the opportunity to line their 
pockets with my sweat and blood. I wanted a bigger slice of the pie. 

But it was just a pipe dream. I wasn’t a genius, but I was realistic. I had 
no business experience, no qualifications, and most importantly, no capital. 
Sure, any number of successful people had achieved greatness without any 
of these things. But they were the exceptions that proved the rule. The real 
world didn’t work like that for all of us. I was already beaten down, and 
lacked both the nous and the desire to do what was expected of me day 
after day. I could see my future stretching out in front of me like a long, 
featureless road. I was destined for a life of mediocrity and perpetual 
struggle, and I knew it.  

There was no way out. 
Mona was the only shining light in the darkness. The only thing that 

made it all worthwhile. I knew on some fundamental level she could do a lot 
better than me, and probably would some day. The best I would ever be 
able to offer her would be a husband on minimum wage, a rented house on 
the edge of town, and perhaps a week’s vacation on the shore each summer. 
She deserved so much more than I could ever give her, and that realization 
weighed on me. 

Mona’s dream was different. It was much more, well, dream-like. She 
wanted to move to Paris. It’s romantic, she said. Cultured. It was the 
impression she had, probably gleaned from the love stories she immersed 
herself in or some TV show she’d seen. I’d never been to Paris, but the reality 
was probably very different. It usually is. 
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Dreams are good. Having ambitions, aspirations. They keep you 
hungry. Stop you from giving in. Sometimes, they keep you going when 
everything else fails.  

But there was a question buried deep inside my mind, always there, 
festering like a rotten tooth.  

Is a dream a lie if it doesn’t come true? 
I knew that acknowledging that rotten tooth was even there opened 

up a whole can of worms in the form of questions I didn’t want answered.  
The pain, the suffering, the daily grind, was all underpinned by the 

knowledge that the one bright spark in my life, Mona, shouldn’t have even 
been there. She endured the struggles on my account. If I’d truly loved her, I 
would’ve let her go to grasp that better life with someone else, but how 
could I have sacrificed the only thing that kept me alive? I felt selfish and 
self-absorbed, filled with self-loathing and consumed with doubt. Every day 
I was hurting the only person I cared about, crushing her under my boot. Is 
this how low humanity has sunk? I asked myself. We have to lie not only to 
the people around us but even to ourselves just to make life bearable? 

Something had gone wrong. Not just with me, and not just with Mona, 
but the world around us. Our value system was broken. Success was judged 
simply by the number of digits in a man’s bank account. How he came to be 
in possession of those digits; the deceit, the cheating, the ruthlessness and 
the bad business practices that so often came along with it didn’t matter. 
Being a nice guy didn’t get you anywhere in life. All it got you was a mountain 
of debt and sympathetic looks. You could spend your entire life playing by 
the rules, only to lose in the end anyway. 

Making the decision was a long, drawn-out process. It wasn’t 
something Mona and I did on the spur of the moment. We talked about it for 
months, approached it from different angles, examining each and every 
eventuality and alternative. It started as kind of an in-joke, a dark fantasy, but 
over time, it swelled and inflated until it consumed everything else.   

Finally, we made up our minds. 
We had to escape. Something else was waiting for us, beyond those 

metaphorical walls. Something bigger, and somehow more ... 
Profound? 
Relevant? 
Whatever else lay in wait, it was going to be better than the futile 

existence we shared. All we had to do was go out and go get it. 
So, one day, I stole two lengths of rope from work. It wasn’t difficult. 

Then I called Mona and said, “Meet me tonight at Loose Ends.” 
Right then, she knew. 
That evening, I tied two nooses in the ropes, and swung them both 



over branches of our oak tree. I secured the loose ends, and how we 
laughed when we realized where I was and what I was doing.  

Loose Ends. 
Had other people come here and done this before us, perhaps after 

carving their names into the trunk of the tree, giving the place its name? Or 
was it just a coincidence? It made us both feel that we were fulfilling our 
destiny, and for probably the first time in my life, I was certain I was doing 
the right thing. 

Mona felt it, too. I could tell by the enchanted, far-away look in her eye 
and the faint smile tugging at the corners of her mouth.  

She looked content. 
Then, holding the ropes in our hands, or sometimes our teeth, we 

climbed. 
Despite the poignancy of the moment, we didn’t exchange any words. 

There was nothing left to say. All the talking had been done, and then some. 
Now was time for action.   

 When we were both six or seven feet in the air, suspended on the 
powerful limbs of the old oak, we slipped the nooses around our necks, and 
stepped into our beautiful new beginning.  

We still meet at Loose Ends every night. Mona and I. We still make 
love and dance under the stars. 
 And we still fall asleep in the shadow of our oak tree.  
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Amy’s Game 
Liam Hogan 

 
 

All the best hiding places are taken. 
Amy tries under the bed, first. She’s hidden there more times than she 

can count. Spent nights with only an outgrown sleeping bag and a plastic 
torch for company, the dim light flicked off whenever there’s a heavy tread 
beyond her poster-plastered door. But tonight a mass of writhing tentacles 
pushes her back. “Go away!” hisses a voice from a multitude of mouths. “I’m 
hiding here!” 

She can hear the thing in the wardrobe, nails scratching at thin 
plywood, teeth grinding on clothes. She doesn’t bother to open the cracked-
mirror door. It's not a very good hiding place if something already there 
would so carelessly betray them both. 

Behind the curtains, a dense web of silk cloaks, an eight legged 
monstrosity. It doesn’t say anything. Perhaps it can’t. Black eyes peer at Amy 
before it tightens the threads and pulls the drapes firmly back into place. 

Next door, in the tired bathroom, the airing cupboard is far too warm 
and besides, where would she put the towels? She pulls one out, to see if 
there’s space behind. Coal-red eyes shift side to side as something as solid 
as smoke shakes its horned head. 

Amy thinks she might be able to crouch in the bottom of the bath, but 
a mermaid is lying in the inch-deep pool of cold, dead water. The scaled 
finger from a webbed hand touches the lips of a mouth crowded with shark 
teeth. “Shhh!” it urges. 

The mermaid looks nothing like the red-headed Disney doll Amy once 
had, before it was taken away to teach her a lesson, never to return. She 
hopes the thing in her wardrobe isn’t chewing the Princess dress hidden at 
the back, even if it is far too small for her. She’s a big girl now, is Amy, on the 
cusp of her thirteenth birthday. Almost an adult. Almost as tall as her timid 
mouse of a mother. 

Old enough to be left home alone, as long as she never tells. Friday 



nights, end of the month, regular as clockwork. Payday. 
Amy ventures further afield. Her parents’ bedroom is tempting, briefly. 

So neat, so tidy, and no monsters to be seen or heard anywhere. But there is 
a brooding presence. Something dark and unpredictable, an acrid musk not 
entirely masked by fabric conditioner and vanilla diffusers. Something brittle, 
too easily sparked into anger. In a house full of terrors, this room she dares 
not enter. 

Softly, she closes the door. 
The spare room is far safer. But there's nowhere for her beneath that 

bed either—the dark space is cluttered with shoeboxes from each of which 
she hears a faint breath, in, then out, in steady concert. She pulls the dusty 
cover from the single bed, hoping if she lies flat and still ... but an emerald-
scaled serpent rears up and a pair of cruelly-fanged teeth snap at her 
snatched-away hands. 

She creeps downstairs, willing the floorboards not to creak, hesitates 
on the bottom step. Should she try the front door? But it will be locked, it 
always is. She turns instead to the darkened rear of the house. 

In the cupboard under the stairs—a space usually occupied by empty 
boxes, half tins of paint, and parts from vacuum cleaners long departed—sits 
an old woman with no face who stares at her from a handheld mirror. In the 
reflection, black mascara streaks, creased cheeks and reddened eyes tell of 
infinite sorrows. Amy finds herself whispering an apology as she closes yet 
another door. 

In the kitchen something rotten lurks in the decaying chipboard unit 
beneath the sink. A drip-drip comes not from the tap, but from black ichor 
spilling onto the faded linoleum. 

The darkness beneath the table—a forest of chair legs and never a 
good place to hide—chitters at her as she approaches. She tries the door to 
the backyard and is half-relieved to find it, too, is locked. The yard is cold 
and unwelcoming, especially at night. 

In the utility room, she lifts the lid of the laundry hamper. Yellow eyes 
peer balefully up at her and there’s a musty, animal smell. But still, the basket 
is not entirely full and there is nowhere else left to hide. 

“Can I join you?” Amy pleads. 
“No,” barks the beast, curved teeth flashing in the flickering fluorescent 

light, the tube always on the verge of failure. “Besides,” it adds, moments 
later, “doppelgängers don’t need to hide.” 

And that’s when Amy remembers who she is, who she’s been all along. 
She’s Not-Amy. 
Not-Amy finds the young girl in the lounge. She knew she’d be there, 

knew that was the last place to search. Not-Amy knows everything about 
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Amy, her hopes, her desires. Her dark secrets. 
She’s trembling in the corner, stands facing the punishment wall, 

tucked in between the bookcase and the silent wide-screen TV. Amy is not 
silent. Softly approaching, watching shoulders shake, Not-Amy hears a 
tremulous voice: 

“Two thousand and nineteen, two thousand and twenty, two thousand 
and twenty-one ...” 

Not-Amy almost giggles. Does the silly girl think that this is a game? 
That if she never stops counting, never loses her place, she’ll somehow be 
safe? 

Not-Amy is done playing games. Games are for children and Not-Amy 
isn’t a child, not any more. It might be a week until her birthday, her maturity, 
but tonight is Friday night, end-of-the month, payday, and some things don’t 
wait until the proper day. 

When her father comes drunkenly looking, late that night, long after 
the screams and shouts have dulled her mother’s sobs, long after the 
sleeping pill has taken effect, offering both oblivion and deniability, this time, 
Not-Amy won’t play his game. 

Because doppelgängers don’t need to hide. 
Not-Amy places her hand on Amy’s shoulder and the girl stops mid 

number, her shivering flesh instantly frozen. Slowly, very slowly, the girl turns 
her head, stares at her double with wide, tear-brimmed eyes. 

Not-Amy flashes Amy half a crooked smile. 
“Coming. Ready or not.” 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“When I yank the sheet from my mirror, what 
will look back?” 

  
- R.A. Busby 
“Cactusland” 

 



 
 
 
 
 

Every Piece (is Sacred) 
Hunter Liguore 

 
 

My wife and I pick up pieces today:  
 -a piece of black fabric shaped like a square;  
 -a chunk of rubber from the sole of a shoe;  
 -a tuft of black hair, curled and singed on the ends;  
 -a child’s finger, big as a cigarette filter, stiff, yet pliable;  
 -a piece of skin, bloody on one side, resembling a fleck of paint.  

We collect the pieces—the remains of the boy—in a small, plastic bag. 
We work fast. We must get the package to the boy’s father before he takes 
his body away. Sometimes there’s no rush. Sometimes no one is left alive to 
collect the injured. Sometimes the children die before we can gather 
everything. The boy still breathes, and so there is a chance. We must hurry.  

Behind us, our neighbors run in different directions, like ants that 
scramble when their mound is stepped upon. People run for shelter and 
safety to avoid bullets, another missile, or because they don’t know what 
else to do. They hardly notice us, and so, as we work, we can gaze into each 
other’s eyes with tenderness and compassion. The occasional touch against 
my wife’s skin goes unnoticed. We wear our wedding rings openly, a 
marriage only in our hearts, since we are two women. We remember our 
own son between glances. 

The boy’s father lifts his son out of a broken car window close to 
where we work. The car is deformed and shapeless; flames burn from the 
backseat. The boy’s hand is smeared with blood and his index finger is 
arched in a pointing position. Perhaps he had been pointing at something 
pretty or amusing, something only a child could see. But now the boy’s body 
looks like a pile of rags in the arms of his desperate father, running against 
the grain of people; too heavy, he puts him on the debris-laden ground.  

The father appears calm as he rubs his boy’s chest, but his eyes shift 
around. He’s thinking. He’s dissolving inside. We imagine he’ll have thoughts 
similar to the ones that we’d had when our son died, just like his, in a similar 



attack months ago. What should I do with him? Where will I take him for 
help? Will I make it in time or will he die in my arms, my only son? The father 
will not have to worry like we did about mourning in public. My wife had to 
hide her tears, for fear of being discovered. Why does she cry for another’s 
son like it was her own?  

The boy’s father wraps the child’s dismembered hand. The blood 
won’t stop. He knows there’s internal damage, because of the way the boy’s 
body twists unnaturally. The father starts to cry, feeling helpless. We bring 
the bag to him. He takes it from us with little thought, not once glancing up. If 
he did, he might notice our love for each other and spit on us, calling us luti. 
But he senses we’re there to help. The moment preserves our humanity. We 
don’t speak to one another. Together, we all lift the boy and carry him away.  

Gunfire rattles behind the next building, causing more of our people to 
scurry like hunted game. The women scream through their tears, as their 
children fall under the rain of bullets. “Run,” we plead. How many times have 
these mothers warned their children about days like this? Didn’t they ingrain 
in them how to avoid the bullets? “Run low, toward the side of the building, 
hide, run, get away!” My wife and I hide behind a building. We see soldiers 
spreading out into the square. Their green uniforms make them look like tall 
bushes attacking us. Their M16s scatter more bullets; more bodies fall. No 
one is spared, the young, the old, perhaps the lucky. If my wife and I were 
killed, no one would know we were lovers. How could they, when love was 
treated as a minority and never spoken? 

“Go, now,” we tell the father. He nods, scooping the boy up and 
disappearing down the street. The bag we’d collected for him is gripped in 
his hand. He doesn’t need to thank us. He will appreciate our efforts at a later 
time.  

We run in the opposite direction towards home, occasionally hiding, 
our bodies pressed against each other. It’s an excuse, we know, to feel alive, 
to feel seen in the world, even with others dying around us. We pass through 
the crowd with resistance. Faces we’ve known our whole life go by with 
terror. There is the teacher who beat us with his fists, when he caught us 
kissing in the schoolyard. We pass the trio of mothers who spread rumors 
that we were unholy and unclean. Now they are the ones running, hunted, 
eyes alien, unfeeling and scared.   

A second missile explodes like an ocean wave—there’s a brief silence 
before it hits, and then an unfathomable crash covering everything in its 
path. It takes out the market, leaving arms and legs protruding from the 
rubble when we arrive. People gather, circling the pile; my wife and I move 
first, showing we have the most experience, the most courage. “They may 
still be alive!” we yell, calling the others to help us lift the first cement block. 
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Several join us. So close, we’re careful that our rings aren’t noticed. We dig 
with our bare hands and discover a boy trapped; he calls for his brother. 
Someone goes for him. The rest of us dig. For a moment, we are all equal. 
Just human beings working, united by the fact we all know with one wrong 
move, we could bury him. 

The boy’s brother comes. Upon seeing his sibling buried, the brother 
screams for Allah to do something, anything to keep him alive. His hands dig 
and lash at the gravel to reach him. “You’re not going to die, you hear me?” 
the brother says with strength. We used to pray to Allah, until we realized 
that he could not hear our loving prayers for one another over the bombing. 

Gunfire cuts over our heads. My wife and I drop to our bellies. The 
soldiers spot us. We break apart, fearful to be shot, that they’ll instinctively 
know what we hide. A bullet grazes my head. My body spins; my ears ring. 
More gunfire. I yell for my wife to hide, just as several bullets pass through 
the brother’s chest. I roll to the other side of the debris pile, watching as the 
brother’s brains spill out onto the cement stone as one last deadening bullet 
pierces his skull. The boy screams from below, terrorized, no longer a boy, 
but a caged lion, crazed with fear. My wife waits out of sight with eyes that 
love me and tell me we’ll be okay, even now, even with bullets raining on us.  

Soon, the soldiers move on toward the marketplace to loot. It gives us 
time to return to the mound. New faces arrive to help clean the debris and 
dig for loved ones. We notice the boy doesn’t call out anymore. My wife 
takes out a plastic bag from her pocket. We keep them with us at all times; 
we can never tell when we might need one.  

When our boy was killed, his body lay in pieces on the gravel road. As 
his mothers, we should’ve been able to pick him up and put him back 
together. We sat beside our dead son for what felt like an entire season until 
another mother came and stirred us, forcing us to become aware of our 
surroundings. We were careless, grieving openly. We thought the woman 
was there to hurt us, shoot us dead on sight, like they are taught, but instead, 
she handed us a plastic bag with our son’s remains, and said, “Every piece is 
sacred.” She did this so we didn’t have to; it was the most loving act anyone 
had ever done for us.  

We don’t know if anyone will come for the two brothers. Sometimes 
they do. Sometimes they’re never claimed. We bag the brother’s soft, slick 
brain. Beside the body is a crushed flower; the purple color stands out from 
the rubble. We put this into the bag too, and place it on his chest and force 
his eyes closed. We carry him to the end of the row of bodies already 
collecting in the street. We look at the faces for anyone we might know. The 
cruel teacher lays dead with his eyes wide toward the sky. He is not so harsh 
of a man to look at now. 



In fact, all the bodies make a gentle weave of arms and torsos, legs 
and severed heads, connecting one people, no longer bound by race, 
gender, religion, the clothes they wore, what they ate, their biases or 
judgments, or who they loved or opposed to love freely. They’re a testament 
to what unconditional love for others looks like, since it cannot be felt or 
known, but simply becomes. Why must we wait for circumstances like these 
to come to it? 

A missile soars overhead, crashing in the plaza several blocks away. 
We run against the grain of our neighbors to get there, a body waiting. My 
wife takes out another plastic bag and together, in between gentle caresses, 
we begin picking up the pieces. 
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No Regrets in New Jerusalem 
Kaitlyn Downing 

 
 

I 
 
Honey knew exactly what she was doing when she took the stage. 

All body glitter and make-up, her white pleather and mesh glowing 
almost blue in the black lights as she gyrated her hips to the pounding music. 
She scanned the darkened room for just the right one. 

There. The shy-looking, middle-aged man in the well-cut suit. The 
spotlight glinted occasionally off his watch.  

Yes, him. 
She smiled seductively and slunk across the stage, slipping off her 

shirt, her large, round breasts bouncing with each step. She straddled the 
pole, flipped upside down, and flashed her Brazilian. After holding the 
position for a split second, she slid back down, her crotch facing him the 
whole time. She spun around and stalked within inches of his face, nipples 
directly in his eyeline, flashing white teeth as his eyes were drawn 
downward. She pressed a pink tip to within a hair’s breadth of his lips and 
moaned, arching her back. 

He stopped breathing, and stuffed a $100 in her skirt’s waistband.  
She sighed and touched herself, which was not allowed, but he just 

wet his lips. She pushed that finger to those lips and watched his penis grow 
at the scent of her powerful musk. 

“You wanna go in the back?” she whispered, breath tickling his ear, 
smelling of overripe fruit.  

He swallowed and nodded. 
When he got home, he kissed his wife, who had no idea where he or 

his penis had been that night. When they made love, it was Honey he 
touched, kissed, fucked, and he came harder than he had in months. When 
he sneezed on his wife by mistake, she laughed and said, “You must be 
allergic to me.” 



The next morning when she got up for work, he was feverish and 
clammy.  When she sneezed on the graded papers she was passing back, 
she vaguely wondered if she could be catching it. 

He had drowned in his own blood by the time her students started 
showing symptoms and she was in the hospital. But it didn’t matter. The 
doctors had no idea, and half the staff was out. At this point, everyone 
around her wore hazmat suits, like giant beekeepers afraid of her contagious 
sting. Machines pumped fluid out of her lungs, now tinged with red, and her 
shallow, ragged breath smelled of overripe fruit.   

A terrible panic overtook her, but it had nowhere to go, so it just left 
her shaking.  

 
II 
 

The Reverend Gary Sanguine stretched thin lips across perfect teeth as 
he pulled his red Ferrari up to the gate, armed guards parting fans and 
protestors like the Red Sea so he could safely enter the studio. He waved to 
his supporters like a beauty queen, and roared into the parking lot while the 
heavy gates closed behind him. He could hear shouts, but no words stood 
out. These were the healthy ones, looking to God to save them or their loved 
ones. Looking to him. 

That thought stretched his lips further.  
When his hair and makeup were perfect, the hot lights winked on and 

the cue, “Live in five, four, three …” came through his earpiece. Now was the 
time to lead his flock. 

“Brothers and sisters, I have an important message for y’all tonight.”   
People shouted assent and clapped from the audience.   
“Thank you.” He waved his hands for silence, knowing his part just as 

the audience seemed to know theirs. “Now is the time of tribulation, now is 
the time of torment, but it can become a time of triumph, for God, for his Son 
Jesus Christ, and for His faithful. God has sent this heinous plague to test us, 
to test our Faith, to test our Obedience to His Word. And many have failed 
that test.” His words wove a web of emotion in the room, and that web 
spread out to the world, little threads that entered the ears of listeners and 
wriggled into their hearts. Angry cheers reverberated through the studio, 
seemingly amplified by the vaulted ceiling, and into the homes of an 
unprecedented forty-eight million listeners. 

“We must cleanse our community of this abomination that caused this 
plague. The souls of the sinful: homosexuals, prostitutes and the sexually 
depraved, heretics, all taint us with their blasphemy, their evil, their sickness.  
We must purge their evil from this earth so that God’s true believers can live 
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and prosper.”   
The crowd surged to its feet as he spoke and he raised his hands to the 

thunderous applause. 
In the morning, the newspaper’s front page was covered with 

headlines of violence: HOMOSEXUAL MAN DRAGGED TO DEATH IN CORNFIELD; 
PROSTITUTES FOUND DISMEMBERED IN ALLEYWAY; MOSQUE BURNED BY CHRISTIAN 
EXTREMISTS—243 DEAD, 56 INJURED.   

His eyes scanned the stories as he sipped his coffee, humming “When 
the Saints Come Marching In.” 

 
III 
 

Njaa counted the Relief Aid boxes and shook his head. Less than half of 
the usual and what there should have been.   

Less than half.   
His ragtag army of boys and young men needed to eat to be strong for 

their cause. In the past two years, he had expanded his territory to nearly 
double what it had been, and his numbers had tripled. He mentally 
calculated the boxes to keep, and motioned to Kifo to grab the other few and 
move them into a pile. The pile was not large, and the crowd of desperate 
people already lined up for miles. The road was stained rust from the bodies 
and blood of the dead and dying. Around them, hopeless eyes lacked the 
means to help. For many, skin already hung limp from bones, stretched tight 
across bellies swollen from hunger; for a few, those with something of value 
to trade for a sack of grain, hope of keeping death at bay for another week lit 
their eyes feverishly. They headed the line, knowing Njaa would call them up 
first anyway, knowing the others couldn’t stop them.   

“Who has something to trade?” And then a flurry of activity as people 
bartered for grain, offering sometimes a hundred times its value. Njaa held 
out for what he could, knowing the guns and ammo he could buy with the 
goods or slaves. He had his eye on a black Jeep with off-road tires. With that, 
his men could cover and win more territory. He pictured it with mounted 
AKs, bulletproof panels, and four warriors inside, and mentally raised his 
price. Several men offered daughters and he accepted them all, but chose 
the prettiest of the bunch for himself, gripping her arm. He would pass her 
on once he was finished; his men needed release when the tension was too 
much and alcohol and drugs wouldn’t do. The rest he would sell to the 
brothel in town, or to the mines. He surveyed his men perched on tin 
rooftops, machine guns ready to shoot unruly traders, muscles rippling in 
sun-kissed arms, beneath camo or jeans. Food meant strength. 

Food meant victory. 



Too soon, the boxes were gone. Long before the line. Many had been 
waiting for days. Some would wait another week, but most would find a 
better place to die. 

 
IV 
 

Nurse Grace, or Nursie G, as the children in the pediatric wing of Mercy 
Hospital called her, held the small pink hand as the machines beeped their 
rhythmic countdown. The child attempted to cough, but she was so weak it 
was more of a gasp, her face ashen in contrast to her hands.   

“Are you coming?” Madeleine, the other nurse on duty, asked through 
her surgical mask. She tugged at her contagious disease gloves before 
turning off the light to let the child sleep.   

Grace didn’t look back. “I’m going to stay with her. It won’t be long 
now, and she shouldn’t be alone.” Her parents had died days ago.   

Grace wore no suit, no mask, no gloves. She had been nursing plague 
victims so long everyone took her immunity for granted now—she touched 
them, but didn’t catch it; smoothed their hair, wiped their foreheads, their 
chins, but she never showed a symptom. They had requested her blood, in 
the hopes of making a cure or vaccine, but no one could explain her lack of 
antibodies. It was as if her blood was simply impenetrable. 

The light clicked out and the soft flap of white nurse’s shoes echoed 
down the hallway. Grace tucked a piece of pale, grey hair behind her ear, 
and leaned over the girl of about four. Gently, she cupped her palm under 
the girl’s chin, humming softly. 

Slowly, her bony hand lifted to cover the girl’s mouth, finger blocking 
her nostrils, thumb holding it tightly as her body convulsed and then lay still. 
The machines’ beeping slowed to one steady tone.   
 Grace kissed her forehead, pale tears shining in her eyes, and stood to 
visit her next patient.  
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Carrion 
Ellen Andersen 

 
 

You’ve propped yourself up against a boulder. It’s not the most comfortable 
position, but after many hours of sitting there you can barely feel your body, 
let alone the stone behind you. The fighting died down some time ago. Those 
still able to move limp away from the torn and bloody field. But you, you are 
too tired. All you can do is watch as your brothers in arms abandon you to 
the carrion birds. 

I’ll move in a little while, you tell yourself. You rest with your eyes 
open, although you haven’t seen anyone for quite a while. The sound of 
movement behind you causes your thoughts to race. Is this the end? Your 
body remains still, hidden. Whatever is moving, it might pass you by.  

The hope you held like a breath vanishes as the bird man comes into 
view. His feet stop, planted. His body jerks and twitches with the 
momentum carrying him forward. His arms wheel as he struggles to keep his 
balance, the mottled wings behind him shifting and dipping. His skin is 
streaked with dirt and blood, and the twig-like outlines of his bones are easy 
to see. His head snaps toward you, dead eyes staring from behind the 
bloody beak that protrudes from his face. He crouches in front of you so 
quickly you think you hear his leg bones snap. 

His head tilts to one side. Severely. 
Your scream catches in your throat as he reaches for you. Long fingers 

like talons grip your wrist. Your body refuses to move, refuses to fight. It’s 
given all it could to you already.  

“You will come,” he says. His voice is dead, lacking the song you 
expected from a bird man. You get the sense that his song died long ago. 
“You will come and help me fly.” His voice is as dry as desert sand across 
your skin. 

“No,” you try to say, but the words are stuck somewhere in your chest. 
“No, I don’t want to.” But the bird man has you now. He drags you behind 
him. You can’t resist as he pulls you across the ground. The skin of your 



cheek is shredded in moments from the harsh ground. The bird man pulls 
you behind him, past weapons and corpses abandoned on the field. Every so 
often he turns to pluck at the broken spears and swords that catch you. He 
removes them the same way you have removed a splinter—as though the 
metal catching your armor and cutting your skin is a minor inconvenience. 

You flip over by chance as the bird man drags you over a rock. After a 
moment staring upward, you wish to feel the ground grating against your 
cheek again. The sky is bright despite the smoke swirling far above you. It 
would be good to focus on that, but the bird man’s wings have drawn your 
attention. They sway back and forth above you. The effort to hold them up 
must cost the bird man a great deal. You can see where the wing bones jut 
out from his shoulders, the skin taut and irritated. One of the feathers 
detaches and drifts onto your face. At its brittle touch, you realize it’s not a 
feather at all, but a strip of dried skin. 

They shush together above you, these wings of horror that have 
become all your eyes can see. Pale pieces of flesh flutter next to skin as dark 
as night. Brown strips clash with olive tones. All of humanity represented in 
the macabre wings above you. Your stomach rolls, but that could just be due 
to the bird man pulling you over another small stone.  

Your body slips sideways. It’s a relief not to stare at those feathers, not 
to see the evidence of the carrion birds’ work. The relief only lasts for a 
moment as you spy another carrion bird dragging a corpse behind her. The 
wings that sway from her shoulders are just as mottled as the bird man’s. 

The corpse stares blankly upward. Just like you. 
You will your eyes to blink. It isn’t true. You only leaned against that 

boulder to rest before leaving the battlefield. You would have noticed if you’d 
died. You wouldn’t be thinking about it now.  

Maybe these are the thoughts of the dead. 
Your bird man drags you up a hill, and you can see the area you’ve 

come through. No breeze stirs the banners hanging limply from their poles. 
No animal—or human—moves among the fallen. Only the carrion birds with 
their jerky movements towing corpses behind them.  

You can hear something from the top of the hill now, although you 
can’t turn to see what awaits you. Wet, sticky tearing noises echo inside your 
head. The birds squabble with each other in between each tear, a cacophony 
of speech like your bird man used and the crass caws of crows or ravens. 
Then the world shifts violently as the bird man tosses you to the side.  

You lay there, unable to turn away as your bird man joins the other 
carrion birds. There are several bodies of your fellow men gathered together, 
surrounded by the scavengers. You only glimpse the corpses through their 
legs, as their grotesque wings block most of your sight. Their heads dip down 
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as they shuffle around. You hear the wet tearing noise, and one bird man’s 
head comes up. It tosses something onto the pile next to it.  

You try to scream once again as you realize it’s a pile of bones.  
More carrion birds arrive at the top of the hill, each depositing a corpse 

close to you. Not all of them have wings as large as your bird man’s. There 
are those whose fleshy feathers barely cover the jutting bones of their wings. 
Some have only the skeletal frames swinging wildly from their shoulders.  

Younger carrion birds go to the pile of bones and pick through it. They 
take their time, discarding a rib here and a leg there, until they find the bones 
they want. Then they hunch their shoulders, bringing their wing bones in 
front of them, and attach the new bone with the loose tendons.  

Other bird people walk around the group feasting in the center, coming 
back with bloody strips of skin hanging from their wings.  
 “Fly,” you hear them saying, chanting, in between the tearing and 
cawing and shrieking. “You will help us fly.” You wish that they would. You 
wish they could fly and leave you to rot here. You wish that one of your 
brothers had thought to close your eyes when you died. These horrors fill 
your vision as the carrion birds tear apart the corpse in front of you, fighting 
over fingers and flesh. It is a relief when they turn to you, when the world 
goes black as they take your eyes first. But these are the nightmares of the 
dead. They play in your mind over and over, each image matching every tug 
and tear as they pull you apart.  



Staying Inside 
Brandon Kawashima/Staff Contributing Artist 

 



 
 
 
 
 

Cactusland 
R.A. Busby 

 
 

Friday, March 13 was the last day. The schools had been closed ever since, 
and from the ceiling of Jackson’s elementary classroom, the St. Patrick’s 
decorations with their four-leafed clovers brightly proclaiming “Lucky!” still 
hung suspended. 

But Cactusland was opening up again, and that was the important 
thing.  

For eight of the longest weeks in her life, Shair had been cooped up 
with only Jackson and baby Sophia for company. Robby hardly counted; he’d 
barely noticed that there was a pandemic, only descending from the former 
guest room—now his home office—to make a sandwich or dunk half a dozen 
dishes in the sink for her to wash. 

Shair hadn’t been able to find a replacement for the girl who came on 
the weekdays, so again and again, she went to the kitchen sink, slowly 
ruining her hands with frequent applications of Dawn and Palmolive. Last 
week, she had been reduced to ordering the eco-friendly detergent, which 
meant that it did absolutely nothing and made her scrub twice as hard. 

Not as if it mattered. Her nice nail dip (“Fizzy Banana Pop! The prettiest 
on-trend color for spring!”) had chipped, cracked, peeled, and finally looked 
so horrid she’d had no choice but to soak her fingers in acetone and remove 
the entire manicure. She glared at her real fingernails, broad and spatulate 
and prone to cracking vertically down the middle of her thumbs, and felt a 
stab of fear she could not name, something irrevocable and cold.  

“Mommy.” 
It was Jackson again. Jackson, with his interminable demands to be let 

outside if he was in and in if he was out. Jackson, with his never-ending 
questions about when they would be going to first grade again because he 
missed his favorite teacher Mrs. Kristi. Jackson, who could not sit still for five 
consecutive minutes without eating something, asking something, or 
wanting something. 



Jackson gave a brief cough. “Mommy, there’s no goldfish.” He sniffled 
and wiped his nose with the heel of his hand. 

Shair sighed and clapped her phone down on the coffee table with an 
irritated clack. On the Athleta homepage danced a willowy model in a 
darling bikini, a gold ring dangling from her brown belly. Shair knew there 
would be no two-pieces in her immediate purchasing future, not with her 
quarantine belly. No, this summer, it would have to be the ruched tank in the 
visually busy tropical pattern. Everything else was camo. Camo was very big 
this season, as if the Athleta swimsuit models were planning to storm the 
beaches of Normandy in order to sunbathe. 

“Jackson, you don’t need another snack. What about the Boom Chicka 
Pops?” 

Jackson threw himself on the floor. “I hate those, Mommy! I hate them! 
I want to go to the bouncy house place.” 

“I know you want to go to the bouncy house place.” She drew a breath, 
making every effort to sound calm, and because the mommy blogs touted 
the virtues of naming your children’s feelings for them, added, “It must be 
very frustrating.”  

“It’s not fustating. It’s boring.” Jackson’s voice was muffled by the nap 
of the carpet. “There’s nothing to do.” 

She clenched her fist with its ugly, ugly nails and sat on her hand. 
Breathe. Breathe. Mental child’s pose.  

There was no use in pointing out the PlayStation 4, the wide-screen 
TV, the shows on Netflix, Amazon, HBO, Disney, Nickelodeon or YouTube, the 
episodes of SpongeBob, Rick and Morty, or God help them all, fucking 
Peppa Pig. I had none of this when I was growing up! None! she thought. 
There was hardly an Internet, and Daddy was too cheap to pay for the 
cable, so shutthefuckup.  

Breathe, she told herself. Breathe. Breathe.  
“I want to go outside,” Jackson decided at last, and Shair complied, 

knowing that despite the Pinterest-ready backyard playset, her son would 
be clamoring to come inside within ten minutes. It was already climbing into 
the nineties. A Vegas summer. She shook her head. Trapped here on the 
edge of a Las Vegas summer in the cactusland. Except there’s not even 
cactus. Just ugly scrub. The wind whispering through the dry grass, the 
broken glass. A dead land.  

She stared out into the backyard. Towers of multifoliate white oleander 
nodded in lazy abandon over the lawn, which wasn’t even a real lawn, but a 
tiny rectangular strip like manicured green pubes. Oh, look. They gave the 
grass a Brazilian.  

Lawn reduction is better for the environment, Robby had argued. And 
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the landscapers won’t have to do as much. She’d bit back the impulse to 
retort, “So what? We pay them enough,” knowing the discussion would 
inevitably devolve into a criticism of her own spending, and she had no 
energy for that, especially these days. 

But Cactusland—the real one, Cactusland Center, the open-air mall—
would reopen tomorrow, and all of this would be over. The new moment 
trembled on the verge of beginning.  

God, it could not come soon enough. Robby didn’t care. With the door 
to his office closed most of the day, he was insensible to everything, 
especially the children, and all of this crap had been dumped in her lap on 
Friday, March 13 when Clark County had canceled the schools and abruptly 
left parenting to the parents. Thanks so much, assholes, she thought, 
watching Jackson bounce on the trampoline. What the hell do we pay taxes 
for, anyway?  

Oh, to be sure, Mrs. Kristi, that stupid cow, had uploaded daily 
activities to Google Classroom. She’d even created a smiling Bitmoji image of 
herself against a backdrop photo of Room Four, and if you clicked on various 
objects—the books in the cartoon bookcase, the whiteboard, the animated 
goldfish—the links would play a story or display a worksheet.  

But Jackson whined that he didn’t know how it worked, please make it 
work, Mommy, please, so I can see my friends on Google Meets, I wanna 
see my friends, until finally she’d told him Mrs. Kristi was saying bye-bye and 
there would be no Google Classroom anymore.  

As she told him this, Shair felt another stab of fear. And what if the 
schools don’t open up in autumn? What if this summer, this long summer 
already, even in mid-May, simply 

 
never  
  comes 
    to 
      an 
        end? 
What then? 
It would just have to come to an end. It would have to. That was all. 
She glanced again at her phone. Women’s tankinis. Of course. The 

two-piece would wait till next year, if there was a next year. For now, it 
would be the blue suit with the ruched sides and the pattern of palm trees. 
Yes.  

When Jackson came to the door, she let him in and thought of 
Cactusland. 
 



♥ 
 

The mall lay on the edge of town. Beyond Cactusland Center was 
nothing but a dry expanse of dirt, and beyond that, there was the mountain, 
a grey-brown, porous, crumbling slab that cut off the sky like an ancient 
upthrust chin. Tufts of dried grass moved in the constant sirocco.  

Looming over all, the mountain somberly implied it would remain 
when all the rest was dust, and the golden lion of the MGM, the black glass 
pyramid of the Luxor, the bold finger of the Stratosphere itself were silent 
shapes beneath the sand. Nothing beside remains, it seemed to whisper. 
Nothing at all. 

Shair hated it. At least the canopies and awnings cut off that ugly view. 
Why, with their cheerful shade and clever misters dispensing puffs of water 
as you walked by, you’d hardly know you were in the desert after all. 

I’ll go tomorrow. I’ll get a makeover while Robby is off on his errands 
and mailing packages. She imagined him puttering about the gas station or 
UPS Store with his silly mask that pressed down on his cheeks and made his 
face look fat. Fatter.  

I’ll take Jackson to the bouncy house place and pay extra for Sophia in 
case she needs a diaper change. And then I’ll get my hair and fingernails 
done and simply browse. As if it were any other day. As if this life were over. 

Picky old maid that he was, Robby would never approve. For 
Chrissakes, he even wanted her to wash Finnegan’s paws if she took the little 
shit to the park. In effect, this meant Fin hadn’t been on a walk in eight 
weeks, and the yard was now studded with dried poops. The dog was 
getting chubby along with the rest of them. Guess Finnegan will have to opt 
for the tankini this season too, she thought viciously. In camo.  

Well, too bad. Better to ask forgiveness than permission. 
A flutter of white plastic bags on the front porch caught her eye, and 

she dragged in the grocery delivery, hoping Jackson wouldn’t hear and start 
demanding his goddamned goldfish. She shoved the groceries to the side of 
the kitchen island and grimaced as she swiped them all with bleach water. 
Robby insisted. And he’ll sniff the packages to make sure I did it. Asshole. 

I’ll help with the disinfecting too, Shair, he’d promised. Just let me 
know when it’s my turn. When his turn had come, one week into quarantine, 
Robby swore he would get right to it.  

He hadn’t. She’d wiped them down herself. 
The next time, she piled the groceries on the kitchen counter in an 

untidy heap. Robby came in, poured himself coffee from the pot beside the 
bags, made himself a sandwich, and retired again to his upstairs office. She 
let the groceries sit untouched. The raw chicken. The three gallons of milk. 
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The pint of chocolate Häagen-Dazs.  
Six hours later, the food remained on the counter. Jackson had 

screamed about his ruined ice cream until his face turned purple and she’d 
banished him to his room, and naturally she and Robby fought afterwards 
about shared responsibility and wasteful spending, and what did she actually 
do all day anyway besides watch TV? 

On the television, Dr. Oz was busy shaming a married couple for their 
towels. Their towels were full of bacteria, Dr. Oz explained. Staphylococcus 
aureus. E. coli. On YouTube, a man in a white coat was explaining that the 
whole pandemic was a plot to rob Americans of their rights. There was no 
disease. It was a myth. Besides, the disease was no worse than the flu. 
Nobody really died from it. The virus only killed old people with pre-existing 
conditions. The rest of the essentials should stop being lazy and return to 
work or the economy would collapse. Teachers had to go back to work. They 
should have known about this when they signed on to be teachers. 

Things needed to get back to normal. 
Shair closed the garage door behind her with a tiny click and spoke 

into the phone too quietly for Robby to hear. “Is this Luxx Salon at 
Cactusland? You guys are open tomorrow, right?” 
 

♥ 
 

The young receptionist at the Bounce N’ Fun smiled brightly at Jackson 
and held out a basket. “Hey, sweetie. What color mask do you want?” Her 
own was pink fabric with a pattern of little daisies. 

Jackson wiped his nose and looked up resentfully. “I don’t want a 
mask, Mommy. They stick to my face when I breathe.” 

The Bounce N’ Fun girl’s polite expression never wavered. “Look ... ah, 
Jackson,” she said, quickly glancing at the registration screen. “Your 
mommy’s wearing one.” 

“Mommy just put it on for pretend.” 
 The receptionist smiled wider. “See? All your friends have them.” 

Behind her sprawled a large jungle gym of padded PVC pipe and brightly-
colored nets. In the bouncy house, two masked children strode over the 
rubbery surface like bored astronauts. “You want to play with them, right?” 

Finally, Jackson reluctantly picked out a blue mask, and Shair handed 
over baby Sophia and her bag, paying the extra five dollars an hour for 
diaper changes.  

“Three hours?” the receptionist confirmed, still smiling. “No problem. 
Have a great day at Cactusland Center!” 

 



♥ 
 

Two hours later, Shair Morrie was reborn.  
Luxx had not been crowded. She stepped through the door and as the 

fleshy scent of chemicals, spray, and wet human hair hit her nose, Shair 
breathed it to the bottom of her lungs as if it were a precious, rare perfume. 
It felt like rebirth. 

In the adjoining salon, an elderly woman with a bun resembling a pouf 
of yellow fiberglass leaned over the table to embrace the startled manicurist, 
who gave a shrug and a weak grin before submitting. 

“Oh, GOD, darling!” The fiberglass lady coughed a bit and held up a 
hand, all knuckles and ropy blue veins. “Look at these nails,” she chuckled. 
“They’re claws, I tell you. No, I take it back—they’re scythes.”  

Shair glanced down. Her own nails were adorable and fun. Ten 
shimmering glitterpink shells at the end of each finger. They looked just like a 
party. Oh, it had been so worth it. She felt almost new. Almost herself. Still, 
the transformation was not quite complete, would not be complete until her 
hair was finally finished. 

The receptionist gave a little cough. “Ms. Morrie? She’s ready for you 
now.” 

Behind a plastic face shield, the stylist smiled, pulling down her paper 
mask to be heard over the dryer. “Cut and highlights for you, ma’am?” 

“Absolutely,” Shair said. 
Shair sat with obedient stillness in the rotating chair as the stylist 

carefully painted sections of her hair, folding them in tiny folds of foil that 
spiked around the dome of her head in a shining silver corona. 

Despite the prominent presence of the mirror adorned with pictures of 
a black-haired urchin she supposed was the stylist’s child, Shair avoided 
looking at her reflection, preferring instead to stare into her phone. 

 Who covers up their mirrors for a death? Somebody does, anyway. 
She remembered going to a house after a funeral when she was about 
twelve, and all the mirrors had been swathed in white bedsheets. It had 
been like staring at your own ghost. “They’re in mourning,” her mother 
explained. 

Shair supposed she’d been in mourning too. Eight weeks of it. But then 
came an unsettling notion. When I yank the sheet from my mirror, what will 
look back? 

When all the disguises were peeled away at last—the hair and the 
fingers and the ruched tankini, the dip and the frosting and the pearlescent 
highlighter, the fresh Brazilian and the pumps and the pedicure—well.  

Whatever would remain? 
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Shair knew then with an abrupt and terrifying certainty that if she 
glanced up at the mirror now, she’d see no face at all. A face of smooth blank 
skin. 

Hollow. 
“Like this,” Shair said when the time had come for the cut, and showed 

the girl a Pinterest board with pictures of adorably tousled bobs. 
 

♥ 
 

The heels of her pumps clicked briskly against the sidewalk of 
herringbone brick. The quaint and intimate streets of Cactusland invited 
shoppers to amble, lounge, and linger beneath the shade of mesquite trees 
beside a broken column, drooping desert willows waving near an Italian 
fountain made of colored concrete. 

At the heart of the mall sat a precious little park. Shair stepped closer, 
brushing against an old gent in a Mr. Rogers sweater, cooing over an infant 
hardly older than Sophia, and laughing with a broad-hipped lady, a thin 
transparent tube snaked up her nose. Behind her, bees hummed drowsily in 
the deep purple flowers of the Texas ranger, and from hidden speakers in the 
plants, Peggy Lee sang of Romeo and Juliet. 

Not much time remained. Beneath the canvas awning of the 
storefronts, she basked in the cooling spray, a floating, twinkling haze of little 
droplets showering all alike in clouds of golden mist. In a store window, she 
caught a flash of movement, the curving, sensual stride of a woman whose 
hips you could grasp, whose lips you could inhale with your own, and saw 
that it was her. 

And she understood that in this brief trip to Cactusland, she had 
somehow … transformed. She was not the same being, not Shair anymore. 
Or really, not just Shair. Something more. Altogether new. 

Utterly novel. 
For an hour, then, she would sit in the cafe. She would pretend there 

were no split-nailed thumbs, no yard of poop or sink of dishes, no paralyzed 
and formless days of quarantine that ran together like dull mud. No staring 
for ages at the wall in some silent, thoughtless zone of nonexistence. 
Through the eyes (but were they eyes?) of this new being, she envisioned a 
new world, and in this world was no one. Nobody. No Finnegan, no Sophia, 
no Jackson, no Robby. 

No one at all. 
The world glowed in the bright, clean promise of her transformation. 

 
♥ 



 
The sound of jazz slid through the conversations while a hostess in a 

blue paper mask handed her a menu and directed her to the counter for 
coffee. 

No masks, she realized, glancing at the other diners. Why bother? It 
would be silly in a restaurant. You’d have to be lowering it every three 
seconds. A middle-aged woman pulled hers below her chin to sneak a bite 
of her friend’s spinach salad. 

The servers wear them. It’s probably some rule. Absurd. I don’t know 
anybody who’s sick. Certainly no one here. Not at Cactusland. Just 
paranoia. False ghosts. A sheet on a mirror. The theater of fear. 

Pull them off, she thought. Take off your mask! Let me see your face! 
In the table two feet away, the chairs were occupied by pink stuffed 

bears with signs written in flowery cursive reading, “Bear With Us! Social 
Distancing, Please!” A woman in a white silk blouse saw the toys and 
laughed. Her husband moved the bears and sat down where they’d been. 

They are so lovely, Shair thought, drinking in the sight and sound of 
people. Through the eyes of the novel being she had become at Cactusland, 
she now saw these others, these new ones, as so beautiful. So ... 
breathtaking. They’ve all been inside but now they’ve come out, poking up 
their heads, green shoots in the first warm touch of spring. So fragile. A 
single breath could wither them like frost.  

Breathtaking.  
Take their breaths. 
This new creature she had become longed to hear the song of the 

casinos, the ping-ping-ping of the slots, the murmur and babble of players 
and passers. It would happen. The shining slit of the Strip would open its 
gash and glow gold tomorrow. Tomorrow. Tomorrow will be so lucky, 
thought Shair. So lucky. Beside her, a beam of sunlight warmed the room and 
danced over the chrome and glass of the pastry case.  

Four walls. Four walls of whitewashed brick to keep all our breaths 
inside, the scent concealed by coffees from Jamaica and Brazil. Air 
conditioning to make you breathe what I breathe as intimately as if I 
whispered in your ear.  

 And I will. I will, love. I will. I will breathe myself into you. I will be in 
you. The longer you linger, the longer we breathe ourselves into ourselves, 
she thought. You will breathe me in as deep as to the lungs. And we will be 
together. Forever. 

The drifting scent of her perfume was enchanting. She sensed its 
tendrils extending to every person in the room, to the silk-blouse woman, 
the spinach thief, the barista. Breathe. All of you. Breathe. Breathe me in. Eat, 
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drink, and be merry 
for tomorrow 
For tomorrow you die. 
She picked up the sugar, idly licking away the stray grains clinging to 

her fingers. Behind the counter, a barista with a mask pulled down beneath 
his chin bent over the surface of her coffee, carefully swiping the sides. That 
was good. She would drink a bit and then pick up Jackson and Sophia. She 
would kiss them. Oh, she would kiss them again and again.  

Her phone buzzed. Robby. Shair didn’t answer. She would be home 
soon enough. 

The dark shadow of the mountain fell across the table. 
With an apologetic gesture, the barista gave a cough and cleared his 

throat before he held the cup to her. “Morrie? Sharona Morrie? It’s ready.” 
Oh, it was. So ready. The sun had almost set. 
She felt great love for them all. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contributors 



Chris Campeau (“In the Witch House”) is a writer of short 
fiction and creative nonfiction. His work has appeared in 
publications such as Transmundane Press, Cargo 
Literary, Polar Borealis, The Globe and Mail, and The 
Furious Gazelle, and his first children's book, The Vampire 
Who Had No Fangs, is available via Amazon and Indigo.  
 
 

♥ 
 
Clay McLeod Chapman (“fairy ring”) writes books, 
children's books, and comic books, as well as for film and 
television. His most recent novel is The Remaking (Quirk 
Books). Find him at www.claymcleodchapman.com.  
 
 
 
 

♥ 
 

Carol Despeaux Fawcett (“I Tell the Moon”) lives in the 
Pacific Northwest. She earned an MFA from Goddard 
College. She is an award-winning poet whose work has 
appeared in many journals. Her memoir and her poetry 
have won first place in the Pacific Northwest Writer’s 
Contest, and her current work-in-progress, a fantasy 
novel, was a finalist. Her poems have been finalists in 
the Writer’s Digest Annual Poetry Competition, the Surrey 

International Writers’ Conference, and Ars Poetica. Her website 
is www.cdfawcett.com. She also runs an Airbnb and an online wellness 
store. She loves adventures in nature and on the water.  
 

♥ 
 

Amar Benchikha (“Phantom Touch”) is an American writer 
born and raised in western Europe whose short fiction has 
appeared or is forthcoming in Nightscript, Vastarien, The 
Carolina Quarterly, The MacGuffin, New Plains Review, and 
elsewhere. He currently lives in northern Italy and can be 
found at www.amarbenchikha.com.  



Jay Abramowitz (“You Do the Hokey Pokey”) graduated 
from Wesleyan University and attended UCLA Film 
School, where he supported himself by driving tours to 
the homes of the stars. He went on to write and 
produce a dozen situation comedies, as well as comedy 
pilots for Warner Bros. Television, CBS and ABC. 
Abramowitz was head writer on the animated PBS 
series Liberty’s Kids, an account of the American 
Revolution that blended fact, fiction and comedy and 
utilized the vocal talents of, among others, Dustin Hoffman, Annette Bening 
and Walter Cronkite. He published his first novel, Formerly Cool (written 
with Tom Musca), last year. 
 

♥ 
 
Juleigh Howard-Hobson (“Not Your Kid”)’s poetry has 
appeared in scores of journals across the world, 
including The Lyric, Able Muse, Third 
Wednesday, Anima, Enchanted Conversation, Riddled 
with Arrows, Polu Texni, Coffin Bell, The Literary 
Hatchet, Illumen, Capsule Stories and Dreams and 
Nightmares. Her fifth poetry collection is the Elgin 
Award-nominated Our Otherworld (Red Salon Press). 
She lives in the cold grey Pacific Northwest where she 
writes poetry and leaves old memories in the 
forest.  Noms: Pushcart, Elgin, Orison, Best of the Net, 
Rhysling.  

 
♥ 
 

Corin Scher (“Fish”) is a multi-genre writing student at 
Pratt Institute who splits their time between Brooklyn 
and San Francisco. They write speculative concept 
albums for fun, and enjoy starting and dropping new 
hobbies faster than a hamster can reproduce. The 
planet alignment on the day they were born was 
predicted by the Nuwaubian Nation to be the cause of 
the “star holocaust,” an apocalyptic event to end the 
world, for which Corin is still waiting.  



Kali Meister (“Seven Vignettes about Rats”) received a 
bachelor’s degree in psychology from the University of 
Tennessee in Knoxville and an MFA in creative writing 
from Goddard College in Plainfield, Vermont. She is an 
established writer, public speaker, spiritualist, activist, 
educator, filmmaker and actress.  
 
 

♥ 
 

Desirae Terrien (“A Plastic Life”) is a graduate student from 
Southern California. Nominated for the 2018 Best of the Net 
Anthology, her poetry appears in NonBinary Review, Dying 
Dahlia Review, Cattails, and The Ear. She can often be found 
kneeling in church or sitting in traffic. If spotted in the wild, 
she is easily identified by her iffy singing attempts and the 
lingering scent of coffee. 

 
♥ 

 
Lorna Wood (“The Jet Black Knight”) is a violinist and writer 
in Auburn, Alabama. Her horror has appeared on The 
NoSleep Podcast and in Horror USA: California (a Soteira 
Press anthology), Canyons of the Damned, Every Day 
Fiction, and Dark Magic (an Owl Hollow Press anthology), 
among others. She has also published literary fiction, 
creative nonfiction, poetry, and scholarly essays, and she 
is Senior Editor of Gemini Magazine. Follow her at https://
lornawoodauthor.wordpress.com, or through her Amazon 
author page: amazon.com/author/lornawood.  
 

♥ 
 
MK Roney (“Polka Dot”) is a writer, photographer and editor 
from Arizona. She has been published in Anastamos, 
FIVE:2:ONE’s #thesideshow, Black Coffee & Vinyl Presents: 
Ice Culture, and has work forthcoming in anthologies for 
Dark Regions Press and Wingless Dreamer. She lives with 
her two horribly behaved dogs and hopes to one day plant 
a garden without accidentally killing it.  



Elizabeth J. Coleman (“A Walk to the Pond”) is the editor of 
HERE: Poems for the Planet (Copper Canyon Press, 2019), and 
the author of two poetry collections, The Fifth Generation and 
Proof (both from Spuyten Duyvil Press), as well as two poetry 
chapbooks. She translated into French Lee Slonimsky’s 
Pythagoras in Love/Pythagore Amoureux, a bilingual sonnet 
collection. Elizabeth’s poetry has appeared in a number of 
journals, including Bellevue Literary Review, Rattle, and 

Colorado Review, as well as in several anthologies, including Together in a 
Sudden Strangeness: America’s Poets Respond to the Pandemic (Knopf, 
2020). 
 

♥ 
 
Christian Saunders (“Loose Ends”), who writes fiction as 
C.M. Saunders, is a freelance journalist and editor from 
south Wales. His work has appeared in over eighty 
magazines, ezines and anthologies worldwide including 
Fortean Times, Literary Hatchet, Fantastic Horror and 
Crimson Streets, and he has held staff positions at several 
leading UK magazines ranging from Staff Writer to Associate 
Editor. His books have been both traditionally and 
independently published, the latest release being  
Tethered on Terror from Tract Publishing. 
 

♥ 
 

Liam Hogan (“Amy’s Game”) is an award-winning short 
story writer, with stories in Best of British Science Fiction 
2016 & 2019, and Best of British Fantasy 2018 (NewCon 
Press). He’s been published by Analog, Daily Science 
Fiction, and Flametree Press, among others. He helps 
host Liars’ League London, volunteers at the creative 
writing charity Ministry of Stories, and lives and avoids 
work in London. More details at http://
happyendingnotguaranteed.blogspot.co.uk 



Hunter Liguore (“Every Piece (is Sacred)”) writes about 
darker subjects truthfully, while also showing there’s hope. 
An award-winning author, her work has been received 
internationally, including “Equanimity,” part of the Anthems 
series produced by London director Hana Walker-Brown, 
2020. Her novella, L'ultimo Polare, was published for 
readers in Italy, 2018. Her children’s book, The Whole World 
in Nan’s Soup,” is available from YeeHoo Press. Find her 
at www.hunterliguore.org and @skytale_writer. 
 

♥ 
 

Kaitlyn Downing (“No Regrets in New Jerusalem”) is an English Professor at 
Pasco Hernando State College in Florida. Her story “Letting in the Cat” was 
published in Ink Stains anthology (2018) and, prior to that, in Sinfully Twisted 
(2005), with her story “Reaping Spring.” The poem “Emer's Last Battle” won 
3rd place in the Celtic Bard Contest (2000) and was published in Offerings 
for the Green Man (2000).  
 
 

♥ 
 

Ellen Andersen (“Carrion”) grew up in small-town Illinois with cornfields in 
all directions. She graduated from the University of Iowa with degrees in 
English with Creative Writing and Psychology. She is a recent transplant to 
the DFW area in Texas, where she works (and spends too much of her 
paycheck) at a bookstore. She is writing a themed set of short stories when 
not working on her debut novel, and spends what free time she has playing 
video games, reading, and corralling her D&D players.  
 

♥ 
 

An award-winning literature teacher and die-hard horror 
fan, R. A. Busby (“Cactusland”) is also the author of a 
modern English translation of Shakespeare and a 
recently-completed horror novel. “I was always 
instructed to write about what I know,” she states, “and I 

know what scares me.” In her spare time, R.A. Busby watches cheesy Gothic 
movies and goes running in the desert with her dog.  

 



Page Sullivan (Staff Contributing Artist/Extinction) 
enjoys writing, photography, drawing, playing 
piano, and psychology. Her writing has been 
published in Ink Stains literary anthology, 
Awakening Compassion (Salve Regina University), 
The Patriot Ledger, and The Newport Daily News, in 
which she won 3rd place for the Holiday Spirit 
essay contest. Her photography has appeared in 
The Newport Daily News and Newport Life 
Magazine, as well as in juried shows at the Little 
Compton Community Art Center and Wickford Art 

Association. Page’s photographs have also been exhibited at Deblois Gallery, 
Portsmouth Arts Guild, and Matt’s Pharmacy. She won two Silver Keys in 
photography in the RI Scholastic Art & Writing Awards, which is statewide. 
Page is seventeen years old.  



 
 
 
 
 

In this issue, artists from everywhere burn worlds to the 
ground in terrifyingly beautiful ways. 

 
 
 
 
 

Billy Bradshaw ♥ Chris Campeau 
Clay McLeod Chapman ♥ Carol Despeaux Fawcett 

Amar Benchikha ♥ Jay Abramowitz 
Juleigh Howard-Hobson ♥ Corin Scher 

Kali Meister ♥ Desirae Terrien 
 Lorna Wood ♥ MK Roney  

Elizabeth J. Coleman ♥ C.M. Saunders  
Liam Hogan ♥ Hunter Liguore 

Kaitlyn Downing ♥ Ellen Andersen 
R.A. Busby  

 
Staff Contributing Artists: Page Sullivan and Brandon Kawashima 

 
 
 
 

Come on in to 34 Orchard. 
We’ve swept up the ash. 


